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MEETING THE GOALS: COLLABORATING FOR
YOUTH

WEDNESDAY. MAY 5, 1991

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC,
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m., in room

SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Edward M. Ken-
nedy [chairman of the committee] presiding.

Present: Senators Kennedy and Simon.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNEDY

The CHAIRMAN. We'll come to order.
Schools today are being asked to fulfill a new role in communi-

ties across America. Kindergarten students entering school for the
first time do not know the alphabet and numbers. Elementary
school teachers come to school unfed and unrested, from homes
and neighborhoods filled with violence and child abuse. High
school students are facing drugs and sexual abuse, and then leave
school with little preparation to enter the work force or go on to
higher education.

Schools can no longer ignore these problems. Overworked, under-
paid teachers cannot be expected to play the role of social worker
and counselor in addition to educator. Yet without additional sup-
port services, students will not be able to leaen.

Every eight seconds of the school day, a child drops out of schc
Every 5:3 minutes, a child dies because of poverty-10,000 per year.
Every day, 100,000 children are homeless.

Today's hearing examines the need for more comprehensive and
coordinated services for at-risk youth in order to meet the National
Education Goals set by President Bush and the Nation's Governors
a year ago. An increasing number of young Americans live under
social, economic and family circumstances that deny them the sup-
port they need today to become productive citizens in tomorrow's
world. More children are coming to school each year with unmet
needs for health care, nutrition and counseling against violence,
child abuse and drug abuse.

Public health agencies. co.nmunity-based organizations, social
workers, drug counselors anci many others provide these services.
But they are often fragmented, hindered by bureaucratic and juris-
dictional constraints and confusing criteria for eligibility. In effect,
children and families must go from agency to agency to obtain the
services they need. They must fill out endless paper work and satis-
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fy different requirements for different services. It is no surprise
that many of them never make it through the maze.

"Children and their families are bouncing like pinballs from
problem to problem, from one agency to the next," said a recent
report issued by the Education and Human Services Consortium, a
coalition of 22 national organizations that is trying to encourage
interagency partnerships at the local level.

We can maximize access to programs and minimize red tape
through the principle of one-stop shopping, by enabling parents
and children to take advantage of a full range of social services at
a single location, from health care to child care, from employment
counseling to assistance in tracking down absent fathers and
making them pay the child support they owe.

One-stop shopping works at the shopping mall, and it can work
in other places, too. In the private sector, it means putting a varie-
ty of pmducts under the same roof or close by, so people don't have
to drive all over town to find what they need. In public policy, it
means putting a wider range of community services for families in
the same accessible place.

Schools are for educating. But with a little effort they can also be
places where students are screened for health problems and other
needs are met. Neighborhood health centers can become places
where families arrive for health care but leave with information
about job training and a wide range of other services they are eligi-
ble for. One-stop shopping can cut costs, end the maze of fragment-
ed and inaccessible services, and bring real help to real people.

The movement for early intervention and coordination of serv-
ices for at-risk students has been gaining momentum among educa-
tors and service providers. Acting together offers a better opportu-
nity to break the cycle of poverty that leads to school dropouts,
academic failure, teenage parenthood, low skill levels, low income,
and no jobs. Interagency cooperation is also cost-effective for
schools and public agencies because it reduces duplication and im-
proves the quality of services. And it helps ensure that students
and families receive the services to which they are entitled.

It is also a strategy that treats children and their families as in-
dividuals rather than as a series of isolated problems and needs.
The Committee for Economic Development, in a recent policy
paper, "The Unfinished Agenda: A New Vision for Child Develop-
ment and Education", urges the Nation to "develop a comprehen-
sive and coordinated strategy of human investment, o :e that rede-
fines education as a process that begins at birth and encompasses
all aspects of children's early development, including their physi-
cal, social, emotional and cognitive growth." The President's educe-
tion plan, "America 2000", pays lip service to this concept, but the
plan itself fails to follow through. Yet the concept is critical if we
hope to meet five out of six of the Nation's education goals: school,
readiness, high school completion, student competency, universal
literacy, and safe, drug-free schools.

In the next several weeks, we will be developing legislation
which supports comprehensi- ,! services in the schools, in communi-
ty-based organizations, community health centers, public housing
projects, and other places easily accessible by preschool children,
school-age youth and their families. This will include elements of S.
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619, the "Link-Up for Learning" bill, which Senator Bradley and I
introduced in March. It will include elements of S. 911, my "School
Readiness Act", and it will link schools together with school-to-
work transition programs and with postsecondary education pro-
grams. It will provide alternative sites for comprehensive services
under various legislative efforts which have already been made.

This morning's hearing will demonstrate that the real force
behind the movement is coming from the grassroots. Our witnesses
today will describe examples of this approach, including one-stop
shopping at schools, community centers, and other central loca-
tions.

In effect, these programs are becoming an essential part of edu-
cation. Without them, we have less hope of meeting the national
education goals, and we will continue to lose generations of young
minds.

I might say that we have an interesting program in one-stop
shopping that focuses on substance abuse mothers at Boston City
Hospital, funded by the Harris Foundation. It includes 20 expect-
ant mothers who are substance abusers, and they are providing
treatment for the mothers, treatment for the children, and then a
range of services to move the parents and children out into the
community, continue their education, training programs, and also
employment. We had a hearing on that program earlier in the ses-
sion, with witnesses who were in that program, and i must say it
was an enormously impressive program.

So we are talking here about children, young people, as well as
school-age children, but the concept and its application is broad-
based and can reach out to those who are most seriously chal-
lenged in terms of life's complexities.

We are delighted to have our panelists this morning. I welcome
my good friend and colleague, the Senator from New Jersey, Sena-
tor Bradley. In March, Senator Bradley and I introduced S.619, the
"Link-Up for Learning" bill, which would provide $50 million in
Federal demonstration grants to school districts to find ways to co-
ordinate a wide range of education ard social services.

Our second guest is Ms. Hillary Rodham Clinton, the first lady of
the State of Arkansas. Ms. Clinton serves on the boards of directors
for many national children's and education associations, including
the Children's Defense Fund, of which she is chair, and the Nation-
al Center for Education and the Economy.

I'd like to welcome also the Mayor of Baltimore, the honorable
Kurt Schmoke, who initiated the Dunbar Project, a schoolbased
community collaborative.

And Ms. Janet Levy is executive director of the Joining Forces
initiatib in Washington, DC, which is devoted to linking education
and human services to help children and families at risk.

We are delighted to have all of our panelists here this morning,
and I would ask Seri Ivo Bradley if he would be good enough to
start off.
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STATEMENTS OF HON. BILL BRADLEY, UNITED STATES SENA-
TOR, STATE OF NEW JERSEY; HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON,
FIRST LADY OF THE STATE OF ARKANSAS, LITTLE ROCK, AR;
HON. KURT L SCHMOKE, MAYOR OF BALTIMORE, BALTIMORE.
MD; AND JANET LEVY. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, JOINING
FORCES, WASHINGTON. DC

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a
pleasure to be here today to testify with this distinguished panel. I
am sure they will have a lot to have to what I am going to say ini-
tially and that the committee will benefit greatly from their testi-
mony.

Mr. Chairman, poverty, hunger, illness and family breakdown is
the tragic condition of too many American children and has placed
tremendous stresses on our educational system. When we look at
the failures of American education, at declining test scores, at the
difficulty businesses have in finding young workers with basic
skills, we have to face up to the fact that many youngsters come to
school unready to learn. An empty stomach, pregnancy, homeless-
ness, chronic illness, sleepless nights spend listening to a domestic
fight in the next room, or a gun fight in the street, can make it
impossible to focus the mind on reading, spelling and multiplica-
tion tables.

America's teachers know this, and they work hard to help each
student overcome the barriers to learning. In any circumstance,
this is a daunting proposition, but with class sizes of 30 students or
more, inadequate facilities and stressful classroom settings, this
can be nearly an impossible task.

"Link-Up for Learning", the bill that you and I introduced in
March, will help schools, families and teachers connect students
with the social services that will help them come to school ready to
learn.

"Link-Up for Learning'. recognizes that in every region of the
country, services for children are available from many private and
local agencies, but too often neither parents nor teachers are aware
of all the possibilities, so children's needs go unmet.

Bringing together families, teachers, school personnel and com-
munity social service providers will make it possible to see all of a
child's needs so that all of the adults involved can work together to
help that child reach his or her fullest potential.

As will be obvious today from the witnesses who will be before
your committee, there is no single model for connecting schools,
families and social service providers. The "Link-Up for Learning"
bill, by establishing a $50 million grant program, will help commu-
nities explore what works to meet the learning needs of at-risk kids
in their schools.

The common thread of all the projects will be that the districts
must already be eligible to receive Chapter I funds for disadvan-
taged students.

I expect that some af the projects that will be funded will draw
on New Jersey's School-Based Youth Services program, which
offers one of the most successful models for connecting schools with
social services. The 29 centers established by this program offer a
one-stop approach for students or dropouts between the ages of 13
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and 19 who want an opportunity to complete their education or
obtain other services.

Other programs I expect will link educational programs designed
to address or prevent a particular problem with community-based
programs in the same area. Again, the Healthy Mothers, Health
Babies initiative under way in 10 New Jersey cities offers a good
example of this approach. Schools, prenatal care providers, social
service agencies and community and church groups work together
to educate young mothers and to keep both mother and infant
healthy. A successful program can help the mother complete her
schooling and help her child grow up to learn, thus preventing two
human tragedies.

I mention these models only as examples of how connecting
schools, families and community resources can help save children.
The purpose of our bill is to unleash the creativity in our schools
and communities to come up with new and better ways to make
this same kind of connection.

Mr. Chairman, if we fail to educate the children who are poor in
American today, we will consign one in five Americans to a future
of failure and low productivity. The millions of children who are
victims of abuse and neglect each year, the 100,000 who are home-
iess, the millions who come from single-parent families bring enor-
mous new problems to our schools. Teachers know that if we can
find a way to address these problems, the process of learning can
begin and can succeed. "Link-Up for Learning" will help those kids
find a way out of their problems so they can concentrate on learn-
ing and achieving their full potential as healthy adults and produc-
tive citizens.

Mr. Chairman. I look forward to working with you on "Link-Up
for Learning" and I applaud you for looking at this issue in its to-
tality and not being captivated by a small aspect, but looking at
the whole series of social services that many of our poorest stu-
dents and kids coming from the lowest-income families need in
order to become productive and healthy adults.

Tht CHAIRMAN. Thank you very- much. I know you have some
scheduling conflicts--

Senator BRADLEY. Only three hearings simultaneously, Mr.
Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. include in at the appropriate place in the
record the Washington Post article that Mr. Taylor wrote about
some of the programs that are taking place in New Jersey. Your
State has been a real leader. There are many exciting programs
around the country as well, and we'll hear about some of them
from our panelists today, but New Jersey has been experimenting
with many of them, and we can learn a lot about how we can hope
to encourage the best or the programs around the country.

[Washington Post article follows:j

9
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[From the Washington Post, Thursday, May Z 1991)
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The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you this. One of the goals that has
been mentioned by the governors and the President is school readi-
ness. My sense in listening to Secretary Alexanderand I hope I
am wrongbut my sense was that this goal has not been given pri-
ority. As I said, I hope I will be proven wrong when we get the leg-
islation itself. If the child is not ready, you can have the best
schools in the world, but if the child isn't ready, there are really
two strikes, and most people would say three strikes, against that
child being able to develop.

How does this one-stopshopping really impact the first goal of
school readiness?

Senator BRADLEY. Well, Mr. Chairman, it could impact it in a
very dramatic way by coordinating the available services for chil-
dren before they reach school age, and making sure that all eligible
services are provided. The Head Start prwram is enormously im-
portant. Of course, this is a program that you have been the cham-
pion of, the founder in many ways. It is now funded at about 25
percent of what it should be funded at. The WIC program is enor-
mously important; healthy kids tend to be more alert kids. Better
nutrition tends to make kids healthier. Prenatal care tends to pro-
vide for healthier babies. Healthier babies who have nutrition and
who have some preschool education tend to be better prepared.
Kids who are immunized fully don't get measles, aren't sick, and
have an opportunity to come to school prepared and healthier.

One-stop-shopping that would coordinate all of these to make
sure that those families, single-parent, two parents, whatever, who
are eligible for programs get them. That's the way you break de-
pendence on the one hand, and second, that's the way you make
sure that when kids arrive at kindergarten, they are ready to learn

-and able to learn and prepared in the best possible way.
So I strongly applaud these efforts to extend the idea of one-stop-

shopping to preschool students as well. I know you are very inter-
ested in that, and I applaud' you for focusing on these very critical
needs.

The CHAIRMAN. I think your response is right on target. You're
talking about prenatal care, well-baby care, immunization. We
have cities in my State, like New Bedford, MA, which has only a 50
percent immunization rate, and it is probably 25-3P percent in most
mikior cities. There are problems with infant mortality and proper
nutrition for children at an early age, early intervention in terms
of developing appropriate educational kinds of skills, the Head
Start program. A holistic approach is certainly essential if we are
going to haw, every child in this country school-ready, and I think
you have really targeted what should certainly be one of the real
objectives of this legislation, and that is to try to provide the cv-
ordinated, holistic approach in early intervention, I think if we are
able to encourage that in the country, we'll have really made an
important impact for school readiness.

Senator Simon.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SIMON

Senator SIMON. I'M sorry I got here late, Mr. Chairman, and
didn't get a chance to hear our colleague's remarks. But let me just

1 3
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commend Senator Bradley for not just speaking and talking, but
for being willing to put resources there. Your amendment on the
floorand I think we only got 22 votes for the amendment--

Senator BRADLEY. This time.
Senator SIMON. [Continuing.) This timebut to believe that we

can continue to ape/. d the kind of money we are spending on arme
and not pay attention to these kinds of educational needs is just
national folly.

If you take out Korea and Vietnam and go up to the Reagan Ad-
ministration, on the average during the Cold War, we spent $235
billion on defense. Today, with the Cold War over, we are spending
$298 billion on defense. And when your amendmentthat I was
pleased to cosponsorwanted to take just 2 percent of that and
shift it over to education and health care, and we couldn't get more
than 22 votesfrankly, what we need is a lot of you out there
beyond the witness table who are speaking up to members of the
House and Senate, saying we've got to get our priorities in order.

It is easy for people from the President on down to make speech-
es about education. What we have to do is put our money where
our mouth is, and Bill Bradley has been willing to do it, and I am
proud to be your colleague, and I commend you.

The CHAIRMAN. Well-said, Senator.
Senator BRADLEY. I don't think I have anything to add to that,

Mr. Chairman. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. I was glad to be one of those votes, too.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Senator Simon.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Bradley.
[The prepared statement of Senator Adams follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR ADAMS

Senator Kennedy, I am pleased that the committee is holding
this hearing on the collaboration of services for children and youth
and commend you for focusing the Committee's attention on this
important, but often overlooked issue. Children today irequently do
not receive the services they need because we do not have a com-
prehensive, coordinated approach to service delivery. Services are
too frequently fragmenteddispersed among a half a dozen govern-
mental agencies and providers. Sadly, children get lost in the
system more often than they get access to the services they need.
All too frequently the services a child gets deoends on what door in
the system they enterehild welfare services, child mental health,
health care, nutrition, or educationwhee more often than not
they might need a combination of services,

A little over a year ago, the President and the Nation's Gover-
nors announced six education goals for the Nation to achieve by
the year 2000. These are admirable benchmarks, to be sure but for
many children thPse objectives cannot be reached isolated of other

Every day many children arrive at our Nation's schools malnour-
ished and lacking basic health care. One in five American school
children live in poverty, 2 million go hungry, and a growing
number are homeless. In my State of Washington, 16 percent of
our children live in poverty, almost one quarter of our high school

1 4
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students do not graduate, and 7 percent of school teens give birth
out-of-wedlock before they finish school.

This reality forces us to iook at educational achievement as
inter-related to the problems of hunger, poverty, health, and lack
of opportunity facing millions of children and their families. We
must give children access to comprehensive services if they are
going to make the most of their education 'and to stay in school.

But the delivery of supportive services is often chaotic and frus-
trating for families. Many families do not know of the range of
services for which they are eligible. Services are fragmented and
often unavailable. Making these services easily known and accessi-
ble is a first step to ensuring their effective delivery.

Several communities across the county are experimenting with
placing the entry point for social services in the school. This idea of
'one stop shopping" is a rational and logical response to the disar-

ray social services are in today. School is the central location for
children's educational services and it makes sense to coordinate
health, counseling, and other related supportive services needs in a
comprehensive way for at-risk children. This approach will reach
more vulnerable families and children and help them meet the
educational goals for a strong 21st Century.

I look forward to hearing from today's witnesses and their expe-
riences coordinating services for children. I am eager to hear how
we can help replicate your successful programs throughout the
country where they are most needed. I know there is a great deal
of interest in my State for this approach. And I will share today's
testimony with service providers in Washington. I know our chil-
dren's future depends on it,

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We'll proceed along with our panelists, and ask

Ms. Clinton to speak next.
Ms. CLINTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Before I begin, I want

to thank you for your leadership and the members of this commit-
tee and Senator Bradley as he leaves. Many of us have appreciated
greatly your continuing emphasis on these human needs particu-
larly as they affect children. And certainly during the I980's where
we saw the decade dominated by the politics of diversion, it has
been comforting to know that there are some leaders in this Cap-
itol who are still trying to do what we need to do for children.

I appreciate the invitation to come and speak with you briefly
about what we have attempted to do in the State of Arkansas to
try to coordinate services better and to put some money, Senator
Simon, where we say our priorities are.

As you know, Arkansas is a poor State. It has had a tradition of
poverty, low education levels, and low investment in the public
sector. But starting about 10 years ago, we began to try to make a
concerted effort not only to change the priorities of our State but to
begin the process of linking services and placing an emphasis on
children's and families' needs.

In this last session of the legislature we have a law that prohib-
its it from deficit spending and have always abided by thatwe
raised taxes not to plug any deficits but to put more money into
education, human services, and the infrastructure.

5
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It has taken about 8 years of the kind of constituency building
that underlies what I think is the primary message for "Link-Up
for Learning" and school readiness, which is that none of us is in
this alone. We have to have cooperative, coordinated efforts that
support families and children and deliver services.

To that end, we have attempted to do the following things. With
our additional funding we have expanded substantiWly our school
health clinic program. This has been, as you might guess, contro-
versial because we offer a full range of health services, tied to what
the communities themselves in the school districts wish to receive.
But in our State, as in many places around this country, access to
health care is a cruel hoax for many families even if they have the
financial means to afford the care. We do not have the services
available.

We therefore have used the schools as the sites for delivering
health services most broadly defined, which often include the kinds
of social services that go along with health and educational needs.

As I salt:, it was controversial because both on the matter of re-
productive health there was a great deal of concern as to whether
the State should be in the business of providing those services, but
there was also even the question as to whether the schools were
the appropriatt place for providing services other than strictly tra-
ditional academic ones.

At least in our State I think we have won that battle. It was one
of the primary issues in the last gubernatorial campaign. TV ads
were run about whether or not the schools should be the sites for
delivering health services to our children.

I believe there are a majority of citizens ready to hear what you
and this committee have been saying for some years about the
need to meet these children's requirements now and not to contin-
ue to pay at the back end of the problem.

We are also attempting to coordinate services through our re-
gional network of the health department and the Arkansas Chil-
dren's Hospital so that we have a system of providing health serv-
ices in linkage with the schools. The schools are where the children
are, but the schools cannot take on any more burdens without the
kind of coordinated assistance that you call for in S. 619.

We to that end have moved into the Children's Hospital as the
aite for coordinating with our school districts the home for the pro-
gram known as "HIPPY", the Home Instruction Program for Pre-
school Youngsters. We now operate the largest HIPPY program in
the world outside the State of Israel. It has been from our perspec-
tive the kind of program that pays immediate dividends both in
terms of children s readiness for school but also in terms of chang-
ing the attitudes of parents about the importance of schooling and
about their role in ensuring the schooling of their children. But
even beyond that it has begun to force the link between the school
and the family that for a variety of reasons we can all go into
today has become disconnected.

So we are very proud of the HIPPY program because it is now
serving approximately 2,400 children in our State and is a model of
the kind of coordinated effort that I think you are calling for.

We have also seen an expansion of our Head Start program, and
of course there is really no alternative but to fully fund 1-Iead Start

IG
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as soon as possible. And the School Readiness Act of 1991 calls for
that. If one reads America, 2000 from the administration carefully,
that is not called for. Head Start is our best hope of providing the
kind of coordinated delivery for many thousands of children in a
system that has already proven itself, and we certainly need to
finish the job that we have started as soon as we possibly can.

We have also seen some improvement in coordinated services
through the Casey Foundation Grant to the City of Little Rock,
which is being operated from a collaborative effort called the New
Futures program. The New Futures program attempts to do what I
think underlies many of the points in S. 619, which is to bring into
the school setting a coordinator of services on behalf of the chil-
dren.

Let me just share with you a few of the lessons we are learning
because I think as you go into further discussion of S. 619 and as
we begin to see this program, we hope, be funded and the demon-
stration grants given out, I think it is very important from our ex-
perience to understand that if all we do is create another add-on
program or another special demonstration project that is not
rooted in the existing institutions that are already there, serving
most of our people, our chances of changing the culture and the at-
titudes and the delivery systems of those institutions will be less-
ened.

From the very beginning, these demonstration grants should re-
quire that the institutions not only participate on paper, but they
begin an evaluation process to change the way they do things to
become more effective.

It is very difficult to change the kinds of experiences and think-
ing that many people bring because of their professional training
either as educators, as social workers, as health delivery personnel.
And part of what I hope underlies 8.619 is to take some of the les-
sons that we have learned through demonstration projects already
and begin to put them into action. And the New Futures sites, the
four of them around the country including the one in Little Rock, I
think would be very instructive along those lines.

Another program that we have expanded particularly in East Ar-
kansas, which is the Delta and deserves as much attention as this
country can give it, from my position, is what we call the Arkansas
Prevention Partnership. The Governor invited cities and schools to
come into Arkansas in 1986 and begin to build the kind of collabo-
rations that are called for in S.619 so that we could try to coordi-
nate the services into the schools in many impoverished areas and
seek out additional resources to meet the needs of the children in
those schools.

The anecdotal evidence about this project, the Arkansas Preven-
tion Partnership, is certainly encouraging. We find that many
people will respond to the challenge to do better in providing for
our children if they are given some resources to do that, they are
given some training to understand how to change their own ap-
proaches to these problems, and they are given some time.

One of our difficulties in translating what we know from models
and demonstration projects into practice is that all too often we
expect short-term rewards that within the political timetable we
all live by. just simply cannot be produced. We have to give some
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time to these programs to be able to succeed because we are at-
tempting to change d_ eeply-rooted beliefs and value systems within
institutions, and I think there is a lot of evidence that if given
some time and some space, we can see some very substantial
changea

want to mention one other program which is an old program no
longer in existence, .but about which I think particularly the staff
of this committee would be interested. In the early 1970's, Dr.
Betty Caldwell, a distinguished professor of early childhood devel-
opment now at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock, created a
program at Lhe Kramer School. The Kramer School was exactly a
model of what now in 1991 we are attempting to do. It was a school
that took children from the age of 6 weeks until they were ready to
go to junior high school. It was a year-long program. It provided
social and health and educational services. It was an experiment. It
was foundation-funded. It was one of those things that we have
tried over the last 20 years which prove themselves, but when the
time came that the foundation funds ran out, there were no re-
sources to pick it up because it was considered an experiment.

We need to look at the Kramer model and the other models
around this country that already have demonstrated the pitfalls,
the difficulties, the obstacles in attempting to coordinate services at
the school level for children. We need to learn from them. We need
to have those who receive the grants from what I hope will be a
successful passage of S. 619 1,nowledgeable about that so they are
not reinventing the wheel, but in effect learning from people like
Betty Caldwell or Elizabeth Shore and others, who have looked at
what it takes for the kind of collaboration that you call for in S.
619.

Finally, I hope that the kind of effort that is called for will be
given the attention that I know that you, Mr. Chairman, and you,
Senator Simon, want to see directed toward our children and our
youth. It is ironic that we are still struggling with delivering the
most basic services, and I among many citizens, I suppose, hoped
that alter millions of our fellow citizens sat in front of the CNN
broadcast, watching laser-guided missiles turn corners and go down
elevator shafts, they would say to themselves, you know, if we can
do that, we certainly can begin to do a better job bringing children
into the world healthy, begin to eliminate th.. problems that chil-
dren have that interfere with their learning before they get to
school, begin to learn about what we know children need, which is
really not all that complicated, but takes a lot of time and Eaten-
tion from adults and institutions to deliver, and oegin to really
make good on the promise that all of us hold Gut ar btic.g. a Nation
that is absolutely committed to the next generation.

So Mr. Chairman, I really appreciate the opportunity to come
and just be in the "Amen" corner and to thank you for what you
are doing.

The CHAIRMAN. Very fine. That's very helpful.
I think we'll hear from all the members of the panel and then go

to quEstions.
May m. Schmoke.
Mayor Scamoss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Simon.
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I want to thank you and the members of the committee on Labor
and Human Resources for inviting me to testify this morning about
comprehensive education services for children.

Ms. Clinton indicated that she was saying "Amen"I hope we're
not just preaching to the choir, but really moving this process for-
ward, and I believe that we are.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mayor, before continuing, I have a note here
from Senator Barbara Mikulski, who very much regrets that she is
not here, and she wanted to be remembeiA to you. She is chairing
a hearing on NASA this morning in the Appropriations Commit-
tee, but she wanted me to extend her best wishes and warm wel-
come to you.

Mayor SCHMOKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am very pleased that Congress and perhaps the administration

are moving toward a philosophy of education that we are putting
into practice in the City of Baltimore.

Conventional education, especially for poor children, is somewhat
equivalent to holding flower in one hand and .douring water on
top of it and expecting it to grow: it won't work. Flowers have to be
planted, their roots have to grow in soil, they have to be nourished
from below and not just rained on from above.

The same is true for what we have termed at-risk children.
These children enter our schools with the twin burdens of multiple
needs and low expectations. It is unfair and unrealistic to expect
them to achieve their full potential if school is nothing more than
a Oace where they are showered with the three R's.

To complete my analogy, education for poor children must in-
clude the nourishing soil of family and community. That is where
they can find the resources and guidance they need to succeed.

The chellenge for those of us in government is to strengthen the
community, offer it hope, give it choices, and treat it as a con-
sumer, not a ward. In other words, our responsibility is to enable
he community, by providing it the tools and self-confidence it

needs to heal from within.
We are doing that in Baltimore by making the school building

the pivotal institution in the neighborhood. It is an anchor, a place
where children not only learn but receive health care, socializing
skills, good food in many cases, and recreation.

The neighborhood school is a place for parents to meet, to receive
job training, or to earn, again, in some instances their GED. It is
also a place for community leaders to set goals based on the needs
of their individual schools and for businesses and nonprofit organi-
zations to channel resources into the community.

The school in effect becomes a two-way door. Health. education
and family development services go out; community pride, power
and prestige go in.

Before I describe Baltimore's Dunbar Project, which I consider a
model for comprehensive education services. I need to make the
point that this kind of program only works with a community-
based school system. By that I mean a system where parents,
teachers, principals, students and community residents feel that
they control the destiny of their individual school

Such a system gives people in the community the authority to
assess their needs and devise programs tn meet those needs. Auton-
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omy, flexibiliti and community involvement are all necessary pre-
conditions to the kind of comprehensive education services now
available at Dunbar.

The Dunbar Project provides an array of human services to six
schools all within close proximity to each other. I have brought
with me a chart on the complex, and I have provided it as an at-
tachment to my testimony, but essentially, you can see a
"campus", a number of buildings, which I'll describe in just a
moment.

The schools involved are one high school, two middle schools and
three elementary schools. The project was not imposed from top
down. It grew out of meetings that I had with parents, teachers,
principals and community leaders. They told me what they needed.
t%fter that, our business and nonprofit partners joined in. Dunbar
has gone from being a collection of schools, isolated and out of
touch with the surrounding community, to being a multipurpose
institution, working to overcome the problems associated with pov-
erty.

111 give you a quick rundown of some of the things that are in-
cluded now in this project. We have, from the IBM Corporation,
computer training that targets middle school students. Most of
these students were formerly chronic, disciplinary problem&

Second, Johns Hopkins Medical system, which is located just a
few blocks away from the campus, has provided an improved
health careers program for the Dunbar High School.

We have conflict resolution training provided by the law firm of
Venable, Baetjer and Howard to reduce levels of violence among
young men and to build self-esteem.

A physical fitness center was created for the teachers in the
basement of Dunbar Middle School to help relieve stress, and this
was done gratis by a local contractor.

We have reopened an important recreation center calle4 the
Chick Webb Recreation Center, which sits right in the compk.i, but
which had been allowed to fall in*/ disrepair and was completely
unused. The Chick Webb Recreation Center, which reopens this
spring, will provide services to all the schools and a senior citizens
program.

We have workshops for parents in how to address social needs
put on by the Maryland Conference of social concern and the
Greater Baltimore Medical Center.

We have an after-hours youth center operated by the Family
Support Foundation; a Parents-on-Patrol activity, working with our
police department, to keep the entire area safe, an area that ex-
pands to housing projects which are nearby; and an other program
called "It Starts with Me", which is a mentoring program that was
started by a group of 40 black professionals, to enhance self-esteem
among young black men in one of these middle schools.

This is just a partial list of the comprehensive education services
now being offered in the Dunbar Project.

Mr. Chairman, while I am a very strong supporter of comprehen-
sive educational services, I don't want to leave the impression that
local government Kas the resources, even with help from the pri-
vate sector, to completely put this philosophy into practice. We
need help from the Federal Government.
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I know that you have already introduced bills that expand Head
Start and offer demonstration grants for community-based educa-
tion programs. That is an excellent beginning, but I don't believe
that it goes far enough. We need a much greater commitment of
resources. I feel fully justified in asking communities to organize,
assess their needs and develop plans for the comprehensive use of
their neighborhood schools, but I do not feel justified in asking
them to do that while denying them the financial resources to put
their plans into effect.

We have had a political culture that says when it comes to re-
lieving poverty and educating poor children, nothing works. But
you know and I know that that is not true. Many things do work.
Head Start works. Another program that you have had testimony
submitted on, "Success for All' works. And comprehensive educa-
tional services work because they tap into the American spirit of
self-help. That spirit is taking root even in the poorest areas of our
city and many other cities around this country.

My request to this committee and Congress is that you nourish
and enrich that spirit by passing bills that make comprehensive
educational services national policy. By doing so, you will be re-
building communities and offering millions of children the chance
to earn their way out of poverty.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The map of Dunbar complex followsq
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The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Uvy.
Ms. Levy. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, Senator Simon, I appreciate the opportunity this

morning to spend a few minutes talking with you about the poten-
tia' for cross-sector collaboration to help achieve the national goals
and, most importantly, to assure success for all of our children and
families.

Joining Forces, which is the project that I direct, is a national
effort to deal with exactly the kind of agenda that is incorporated
in "Link-Up for Learning It is cosponsored by the Council of
Chief State School Officers and the American Public Welfare Asso-
ciation, which represent the top State education and human serv-
ices officials in the country. I think that unusual kind of partner-
ship in sponsoring an effort is indicative of the sentiment in our
States and communities that we have got to get it together if we're
going to help kids; we can't do what needs to be done in isolation.

For the last 3 years, I have spent a lot of time on the road, trav-
eling around the country, visiting wonderful programs such as
those you've heard about this month* that are indeed bringing to
life the kind of program that is envisioned in "Link-Up for Learn-
ing". I have talked with hundreds of policymakers and practition-
ers, and our program files at this point include about 1,000 exam-
ples, literally, of collaborative partnerships that have already been
formed to help children and families.

I am not going to try to describe those programs in detail this
morningyou have a panel of people who are doing it who will
follow this morning, and I will leave that to them. What I'd like to
do in a few minutes is to h*hlight what I believe are three roles
that States and the Federal Government can play to help this sort
of collaboration occur more broadly in all of our communities and
to assure that it has the staying power that we need.

When I talk about roles for the State and Federal Government,
let me acknowledge up front that the kind of collaboration we are
seeking has to be a community-based and community-owned effort.
I am in no way trying to displace the leadership that needs to come
from individual communities. This kind of an effort has got to re-
spond to very unique needs and strengths and opportunities of each
community.

But if we are going to have staying powerand that's the real
secret; we've got a lot of shining examples out there; those exam-
ples can become the norm rather than the exceptionmaking that
happen and assuring the staying power of those shining examples
is going to require backing from you and from your colleagues in
Washington and in the States throughout the country.

The three roles that I'd like to talk about are: 1) strengthening
the capacity of communities to undertake a collaborative agenda; 2)
assuring that the barriers that get in their way are removed and
removed promptly; mid 3) assuring that we build collaboration into
mainstream funding and mainstream structures so that, as Ms.
Clinton was talking aoout, it will live, and it will penetrate deeply
into everything we are doing for children and families.

With respf:ct to strengthening community capacity, we need to
acknowledge -hat the collaboration we are looking for is a very dif-
ficult process. It is going to take training, it is going to take techni-
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cal anistance, and it is going to take a whole lot of nurturing. This
is particularly true with respect to our most distressed communi-
ties. those communities where parents and children most need the
services that we're looking for.

I think if we look to the New Jersey School-Based Youth Service
Program, we see a good instance of what the issue is and of how it
can be served. When New Jersey went out to implement New
Jersey School-Based Youth Services, they did it via a competitive
proposal process. The City of Newark, which certainly needed that
program as much as any, had a very difficult time marshalling its
resources to submit a competitive proposal. It was only because the
State was committed to getting services into that community, and
it went in and helped the community develop a plan, that the New
Jersey program is now in Newark as well as in more advantaged
communities.

Grant writing skiPF arr, riot an equitably distributed commodity,
and we need to assare mat we give the assistance to distressed
communities so they can accem these services as well as others.

We have seen similar kinds of enabling help in other States
throughout the country. Ohio used a wonderful process to imple-
ment welfare reform for teen iarents and children, helping local
community teams plan specialized programs that would serve those
particular communities. Senator Simon, the Illinois Urban Partner-
ship Grant Program is another outstanding example where grants
are being given to individual school principals to pursue collabora-
tive partnerships, and those grants are backed up by a whole lot of
support from State agencies and by a dissemination capacity that
assures that other schools can learn from the schools that have
grants.

I think that those examples from State leadership suggest, too,
the kinds of roles the Federal Government can provide in moving
this agenda forward. We need to assure that there is a capacity-
building component in any sort of a Federal initiative, preferably, I
think, by reinforcing the capacity of States to help their own local
communities, and additionally by assuring that we have a national
level dissemination capacity. There is no reason why somebody in
New England needs to reinvent the wheel that has already been
figured out on the West Coast. 'out somebody has got to make the
connection so we can learn from each other's experiences.

The second area that we need to look to is assuring that we get
the barriers out of the way. When I talk about barriers. I'm going
to make an admission to you, and that is that our instincts are way
ahead of our experience at this point. We don't know a lot of specif-
ics about what the barriers are. Collaboration on the scale that we
are talking about is a fairly new endeavor, and we haven't yet gone
far enough, and the efforts are not mature enough, to be able to
give you a list of five things that we'd like you to get rid ofyou
know, remove these burdens from the backs of the collaborators.
and we'll have the problem solved. I don't know what those five
things are yet.

What we know is that tl . will come, and what we know is that
if we don't get rid of them quickly, they could kill the momentum
that is underway.
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We had a wonderful example a few months ago of exactly the
kind of barrier that can emerge and how the Federal Government
can move quickly to get it out of the way. That was in relation to
the Family Support Act of 1988, which is a welfare reform initia-
tive that called for significant partnerships between welfare and
education. As a matter of fact, we wanted the education system to
be a full partner in helping individuals move toward self-sufficien-
cy.

Unfortunately, when we looked at the Federal regulations, it
looked like for an education department to provide services to wel-
fare recipients, they would have to transfer education funds to the
welfare agency, which would then have to contract back to the edu-
cation department to provide educational services. This was a
pretty contorted process. and some education departments were re-
thinking whether or not they wanted to play in this game. But for-
tunately, when the issue was brought to the Department of Health
and Human Services, and the position made clear that we were
trying to do legitimate things for families and that accountability
could be maintained, the barrier that that regulation could have
posed was removed. That is the kind of responsiveness that I think
we want to assure, and I would encourage you in any sort of initia-
tive like this to assure that we have the commitment and institu-
tional capacity to fix the problems as soon as we find them.

Finally, I'd like to reinforce what Ms. Clinton was saying about
the nftd to get this process of collaboration and this effort built
into our mainstream structures and institutions. That is the only
way it is going to survive, and it is the only way it is really going
to reach the numbers of kids and families that we need to.

You are going to hear in a few moments from Jeanne Jehl of San
Diego, who is going to tell you about a very exciting initiative that
ts underway there. I'd like to cite just one component of what they
are doing that I think gets at this idea of penetrating the main-
strealtitutions.

San o is creating a multiservice center on the campus of an
elementary school. What is really unique about that center,
though, is that they have set up a way.to assure that all families
are in touch with that central service. What they are going to do is
have families register for school at the service center, which means
we're going to see every family up front and be able to assess if
they need help and offer them appropriate services. Second, going
to the service center is going to be as normal a thing as going to
school. That is the kind of deep connection that we want to form.

From your perspective perhaps the best way we can strengthen
those deep connections is to look at institutionalized funding
streams that can make this a long-term agenda. In Kentucky,
when they moved to enact school-based service programs as part of
a statewide education reform program, one of the first things they
did was to look at the possibility of using some long-term institu-
tionalized funding streams to support and compliment what were
State resources committed to this effort.

A study that was done showed that we could get already $13-$16
million in Federal revenues out of legally permis.sible, already ex-
isting options under entitlement programs to expand the program-
ming that could be given to children and families. That is the sort
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of connectionlet's connect school aid and Medicaid; let's look at
the basic funding streams and assure that when we enact new
kinds of funding streams they are done in a Yway that can support
and build on what already exists. Let's also assure that we're pre-
pared to respond and get rid of narrow categorical boundaries
when it is clear that it would be cost-efficient and mote effective in
reaching families. An example: Why not set it up so that preven-
tive health services could be supported by Medicaid for all students
in a school that is eligible for a Chapter I schoolwide project. We
know we've got an enormous number of poor children in a school;
let's just use that opportunity to get the health care services in
that can assure educational success.

I don't want to take any more time. That just emphasizes what I
think are three of the ways that the Federal Government and
State Governments can reinforce the movement that indeed is
emerging at our community level and can assure that that move-
ment has staying power for the long-term that I think our children
and families are going to need.

Collaboration is not a panacea. I have spent 3 years, using that
word a whole lot; I don't do that with the idea that it is the only
thing we need to do, but it is certainly an extremely promising
strategy to help disadvantaged children and families, and I am de-
lighted that this committee and the Congress are looking at ways
that we can advance that agenda.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. This has been an excel-

lent panel.
We have seen apparently a dramatic change in attitudes in so

many local communities. Two years ago we introduced what we
called "Smart Start'', early education programs, and Head Start,
looking at how we could interrelate social services with education
services, and you couldn't get the two groups to talk to each other.
I had a meeting in my own State and must have had 500 Head
Start workers up there, and they practically took my head off.
Here, we've been battling and lighting for and supporting that
Head Start program up there, and you would have thought we
were trying to eliminate it. We made very important progress last
year tying early education into the day care programs and the ex-
tended services into the schools, and it is moving along. You see
rather extraordinary changes taking place with people who are
ready to sit down and talkI'm sure it is probably enlightenment
stimulated by necessity. But I think we have seen the value of
these one-stop-shopping efforts, and what they have been able to
produce has been enormously encouraging, and I think, as appro-
priately pointed out by all the panAists, we need to find ways to
encourage it.

I want to ask about what the barriers are, and I'd be interested
in a response from each of the panelists. As Ms. Levy indicated,
they are out there, and we're not quite able to know what they are
in every district, but I suppose what we want to try to do with the
legislation is find out what the barriers are, what we can do about
them, and Lhen what the incentives areand then, I suppose, what
the appropriate role is for the Feds in this area. Obviously, there
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will be different formulations in different communities, and I think
we have heard that and will hear it as well from the second panel.

Could you take a crack at that? Can we identify the barriers, and
what can we do about them? Ms. Levy mentioned the regs that
exist in different programs that we could, I suppose, strike down
and get additional resources to be utilized for underserved children.

What would you say, Mayor?
Mayor SCHMOKE. Senator, one of the things that I think is i:upor-

tant to rocognizeand I believe it is in your legislationis that
there is not a single model that is going to be successful all around
the country. What works in New Jersey may not work in Mary-
land. But I have found that what works on one side of Baltimore
may not work on the other side of BaJtimore.

So assistance that provides some incentive for creativity at the
school-based levelthat is, if there is knowledge there that there
may be resources that would help pull all these services together
and fill the gaps in thu services, but that you can only obtain or
access these resources by some creative activity at the school level,
from the community, from the parents, that would be extremely
helgul.

The major barrier that we found was just bureaucratic inertia.
In our city, unlike most cities, the mayor has an awful lot to do
with education. I appoint all the members of the school board. The
superintendent is then appointed by them, but the budget of the
school system flowe through our Board of Estimates, which the
mayor controls. So on the chart for that complex, you will see
there is a day care center, a city multipurpose center; the health
department and recreation departments have facilities there, and
then the high school, the middle school and the elementary school.
Well, I pull them all together. The superintendent couldn't do it by
himself. It required these community meetings and then me bring-
ing in the entire cabinetI brought every cabinet agency head not
a designee, and sat them down, waited with the community and
watched as this thing developed.

It has been talked about institutionalizing the programI'm not
sure how I get the entire bureaucracy from all the various agencies
believing in this concept without me pounding en themor, en-
couraging them. [Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. The first word was the right one, I think.
Mayor Sointoxx. There has got to beand maybe that is the role

of this Federal program, in some way providing that mechanism
that is going to provide the incentive for all of these people to con-
tinue to work together. If there is this carrot out there of some ad-
ditional assistance, some Federal funds or whatever, to help keep
this thing moving forward, then they will work tc.sether. regardless
of who happens to be the mayor.

Ms. CumroN. Mr. Chairman, I think that in addition to what the
mayor said, I don't know quite how you would accomplish this, but
it would certainly be useful to think through before turning the
task over to a Federal interagency task force as called for in S.619
what the barriers and obstacles might be and have some initial un-
derstanding of that.

For example, one of the things which we are finding not just in
the public sector but in the private sector is that part of the reason
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for the bureaucratic inertia is that we have too high a ratio of indi-
rect workers to direct workers. We have too many people pushing
paper and filling out forms instead of actually interacting with
human beings across the board in our education and our social
service sectors.

I wish there were a way that one of the requirements would be a
cap on the number of indirect workers. I do not want to build a
kind of middle management empire for collaboration. I think we
could have a lot of people turning themselves into collaboration ex-
perts and not really the kind of emphasis we need on interacting
with children and their families.

Another of the barriers is the attitudinal ones that are difficult
to describe but clearly come from our tradition of specialization
and our failure to promote interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary
approaches across areas. I think that part of what we need to do to
be able to break that down is something that Janet referred to, and
that is to provide the kind of staff development, technical assist-
ance, and support for the staff that we expect to fulfill these new
requirements so that they understand what we are attempting to
achieve.

The final thing that I would ask is that although I agree with
the mayor that what works in Baltimore or New Jersey may not
work in Arkansas, I do think there are some principles that can be
guiding the collaboration effortsnot that they will be put into
practice exactly the same way in every setting, but that there is a
framework of principles. Lee Shore and others have demonstrated
that in looking at programs which work, and I think it would be
very helpful for this committee in the process of developing this
legislation to begin to articulate some of those principles and to
begin the process of helping all of us to understand better what the
barriers are.

And then one last thing I can't avoid saying is that certainly the
categorical funding streams have helped harden a lot of these atti-
tudes that we would like to see removed now. I think that part of
what we are engaged in in our country is not only restructuring
our education system and restructuring our private sector and all
the rest, but I think government itself needs to begin to think hard
about restructuring, and I don't think there is any problem with
that because if we keep our eye on what we hope to accomplish, if
our goal is to have more children ready, have a lower infant mor-
tality rate, and on down the line, there are lots of routes to getting
there, and we ought to be willing to experiment with loosening up
some of the categories that were necessary to begin the process
that had to start a couple of decades ago even to get the idea across
that government had a role in providing for citizens' needs. I would
urge that as part of its effort in developing this legislation further
that the committee and the congressional supporters, rather than
just turiAing this task over to the Executive Branch, have an idea
going in what the barriers are because I'm not sure that turning it
over and then having a report i&sued by the Federal interagency
task force will move this agenda the way it needs to be.

The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Levy.
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Ms. Levy. I would strongly agree with both lVh:jor Schmoke and
Ms. Clinton about barriers and support the ones you have identi-
fied.

I would point to one other that I think may ME ke it appear that
there is tremendous inertia among the folks who are serving kids
and families, but it may be something other than inertia.

We have a work force that is full of professionals who are very
well-trained in their own business and who know a lot about what
children and families need in a ea; row category but who don't
know very much about what else is out there, about who is there
that they can form a partnership with, or about broader needs of
kids and families. And one of the things we need to do. and I think
a way to remove a barrier, is to find a way to provide the training
and the development either before we put people into the work
forceI'd like to see us move back to the original professional
training that takes place before kids come out of graduate school,
but even for the work force that is now in placeto open their
eyes, to give them the knowledge they need about what else is out
there.

I have spent many, many hours doing exactly that with people
who only needed to find out there was somebody on the other side
of the tabl ho had the same concern, and then the kind of crea-
tivity that mayor was talking about gets going. So some sort of
a capacity LA) remove the barrier of simple lack of knowledge of
what we could do is essential.

The only other piece I would add is that I think there is a poten-
tial for the kind of interagency council you are talking about, not
simply to be a body where wondrous conversations about coordina-
tion take place or a body that issues a report after some period of
time. It ought to be c problem-solving body because as I'm saying,
we're going to find out a whole lot more about what exactly those
barriers are as we get into this venture, and if the Federal Govern-
ment commits itself to encouraging collaboration, they need equal-
ly to commit themselves to get rid of barriers as they emerge. So I
would like to see that kind of an interagency council be a very
active, lively and responsive body over time.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Simon.
Senator SIMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Unfortunately, I a toeeting I want to get to, but I would

like if I could to ask three six -.Mc things, one of each of you, and if
you could, we'll keep the reek d open. and you can provide written
answers for the record.

One, on the collaboration an:; what you are doing, Ms. Levy, I
frankly was not aware of your efforts, and I think they are to be
applauded. But I would be interested in your response. Ms. Clinton
mentioned that what we have to do is avoid this middle tier of just
"indirect workers" I think wits your phru.se. I would be interested
in your comment on how we eon avoid that in the process of all
this.

Ms. Clintonand I want to note tbr the record that she is listed
as "the first lady of Arkansas" but she is originally from Illinois,
Mr. Chairman, so that gives her added stature in this committee.

Ms. CutsrroN. That's very true. It has been one of those burdens I
have had to overconw in Arkansas.



Senator SIMON. You don't stress it in Arkansas; I understand.
Ms. CLINTON. I'm proud to be from Illinois.
Senator SIMON. OK. I liked your phrase about students with mul-

tiple needs and low expectations. What we have to do is lower the
needs and raise the expectations. And you talked about the
Kramer modelI'm not sure I have the phrase right. I think we
ought to find out what happened there. It is not enough to have
something appearing in the Little Rock newspaper about what hap-
pened. Let's find out, and let's learn nationally from this and not
Just let what happened die. So I would be interested in hearing
from you on that.

Mr. Mayor, you talked about the need for creativity at the local
level, and in showhg that map of the Dunbar Project to us, you
said you wanted to create an area where citizel._ feel they are in
control. I'd like to know how you let citizens be in control, how you
permit creativity in that kind of a situation.

I would love to stay here and listen to those answers, but unfor-
tunately I have to move on. Thank you all very, very much.

The CHAIRMAN. I might point out to Senator Simon that Ms.
Clinton was educated in Massachusetts. [Laughter.]

Ms. CLINTON. That's also very true, Mr. Chairman. I've had the
best of all worlds.

The CHAIRMAN. I am going to submit some additional questions.
We're really going to have to move on, unfortunately, because
there is a special session in a few moments. So I'm going to leave
the record open, and we'll submit some questions.

I do thank all of you very, very much, enormously, for your pres-
ence here and for your responses.

Thar,k you very much.
Our second panel will describe four nu:dels of new approaches to

interagency collaboration and comprehensive service delivery for
youth.

Jeanne Jehl is administrator on special assignment with the San
Diego City schools, who is in charge of the New BEginnings col-
laborative initiative in San Diego.

William Doherty, who is director, Boston Community Schools
and Recreation Program, will discuss two alternative schools in
that city, Back to School and City Roots, and the Winner's Circle.
an anti-violence progrcm.

From Kansas City, MO, I'd like to welcome Harold Dooley, presi-
dent of the Kansas City Metropolitan YMCA, representing Youth-
Net, an interagency collaborative effort in Kansas City led by the
YMCA. Mr. Dooley is accompanied by David Smith, chairman of
the YouthNet Program Council, and Steven Tinsley, a student par-
ticipant in the YouthNet collaborative.

Finally, we welcome Jean Ekins, of the Family Learning Center
in Leslie, MI, who is accompanied by one of her students. Heather
Collins and Heather's son, Kyle.

Steven, we are glad to have you hen. this morning. Are you miss-
ing some school

Mr. TINSLEi. Yes, sf r.
Mr. DOOLEY. Excustd absence.
The CHAIRMAN. OK. We're delighted to have you here, and we

hope you'll feel at home.
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Let's start with Ms. Jehl.

STATEMENTS OF JEANNE JEHL, NEW BEGINNINGS. SAN DIEGO
CITY SCHOOLS. SAN DIEGO, CA: WILLIAM P. DOHERTY, DIREC-
TOR, BOSTON COMMUNITY SCHOOLS AND RECREATION PRO-
GRAM. BOSTON. MA; HAROLD E. DOOLEY. PRESIDENT, KANSAS
CITY METROPOLITAN YMCA. KANSAS CITY, MO, ACCOMPANIED
BY DAVID SMITH, DISTRICT EXECUTIVE. KANSAS CITY METRO-
POLITAN YMCA. AND STEVEN TINSLEY. STUDENT; JEAN EKINS.
FAMILY LEARNING CENTER, LESLIE, MI, ACCOMPANIED BY
HEATHER COLLINS. STUDENT. AND SON, KYLE
Ms. Jeanne Jehl. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
It is a privilege for me to be he..e today and talk with you about

New Beginnings.
The New Beginnings concept in San Diego was initiated in 1988

when the heads of public agencies, the City of San Diego, the
County of San Diego, the community college district. San Diego
City Schools, and the San Diego Housing Commission began a
series of discussions about their agencies' efforts to serve a growing
population of children and adults living in poverty. And I would
like to say that one of the major spun for this collaboration has
been those joint conversations whereby they all understand the to-
tality of the problem.

It was clear from the beginning of the discussions that this
should not be just one more project, another ellbrt to bring special
funding for a particular population of children in one school. There
was a growing sense that although many agencies provide services
to the same families, no single agency in the system knows them
well enough to help them solve their problems, and that the school
success of children depends on support from many agencies, not
just the schools.

We need an institutional collaboration based on a common phi-
losophy to begin to address the multiple problems of families and
children living in poverty.

Let me give you a little bit of background about San Diego, be-
cause a lot of people think it is paradise there. San Diego City
Schools, the Nation's tith largest urban district, serves more than
121,000 students in grades kindergarten through 12. In October
1990, our student population was 37 percent white, 28 percent
Latino, 19 percent Asian, most of those Indochinese and Filipino,
and 16 percent African-American. More than 42 percent of the ele-
mentary student population is eligible for the Federal free and re-
duced-price lunch program. Twenty percent of the students are not
native English speakers. More than 60 different languages are
spoken in homes of student in the schools.

Other public agencies in San Diego face similar issues. San Diego
County is California's second largest and the Nation's fourth most
populous county with a population of more than 2.5 million. One
resident in 11 receives some kind of assistance from the depart-
ment of social services, and the AFDC case load is growing at a
rate of 24 percent per year.

It is in this context of escalating needs that the New Beginnings
Executive Committee chose to focus its efforts on prevention by
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working with elementary school children and their families, and
sought to integrateand I have to say, to take a step beyond co-
location, or one-stop-shoppingand make the services of all the
agencies into some kind of a system that would be accessible and
effective for families.

The group chose initially to focus on children and families in one
elementary school and selected Alexander Hamilton Elementary
School, which now serves more than 1,400 students in grades kin-
dergarten through 5, on a four-track, year-around schedule, so that
there are always three-fourths of those students there, one-fourth
of the student out of school.

Hamilton students are predominantly Latino, and the second
population is Indochinese, with nearly 30 different languages
spoken in the homes.

There is a tremendous mobility rate in this area of San Diego.
About 30 percent, nearly a third of the students who attend Hamil-
ton Elementary School in any given year, are there for less than 60
days. Although members of the school staff are eager to help fami-
lies and students, the staff is plainly overwhelmed with their
needs.

As an initial step, New Beginnings conducted a nine-month feasi-
bility study. Instead of plunging directly into a project, they took
some more time to find out--

The CHAIRMAN. Is that primarily agricultural workers?
Ms. JEHL. No. That is almost entirely not agricultural workers; it

is problems with housing availability and with welfare assistance.
This is a very urban area, a very highly dense population.

The study concluded in part that the school is a trusted primary
contact point for familiesthey do come to the school and they do
trust the schoolbut that a school-governed or school-ovtned and
operated integrated services program is not desirable. Schools don't
have the resources to provide needed help, and the school staff be-
comes quickly overwhelmed by families in crisis; that agency
worker roles and responsibilities need more redefinitionthey are
very, very narrowin order to be responsive to the needs of fami-
lies and workers themselves.

The feasibility study provided the basis for the design of a school-
based approach to services for families and children and for demon-
stration of that design.

The New Beginnings Center at Hamilton Elementary School will
provide integrated social and health services for children attending
Hamilton and for their families and health treatment services for
elementary school age children. In a later phase, as soon as we can
work out the funding streams issue, which is a major barrier, and I
hope to talk about that, we want to be able to expand health treat-
ment to preschool children and to prenatal care.

The center will be a welcoming place for families and students.
As Janet mentioned, school registration will move to the center so
that families have an opportunity to become familiar with the
center and to provide an initial assessment of family as well as stu-
dent needs.

A touch-screen interactive video system, developed and donated
by IBM as a prototype for application in integrated services sys-
tems, will give families information about the school, the center
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and the community in three languages, accessible to families with-
out regard to their level of literacy.

At the heart of the center is the role of the family services advo-
cateone person who knows the families well. This worker, drawn
from the agency's existing work force, will provide primary, sus-
tained contact for families with the system, information about
available services, help to determine preliminary eligibility, and
will work with thaw families. We find that no one in any of the
systems knows the families. Everybody knows a piece of one indi-
vidual; no one really is there long enough to help.

Each family servwes advocate will work with 30-4C fomilies on a
continuing basis, assisting them in finding the lielp they need.
What we found is that no agency receives funding through current
funding streams to fill this role, so we have in essence had to
create our own pool of resources by bringing workers from the vari-
ous agencies on a temporary basis to fill this role. There is no way
through the traditional funding streams to fill this role.

New Beginnings will utilize staff from several agenciesa school
counselor; a social worker from GAIN, Greater Avenues to Inde-
pendence, which is the Federal jobs program in California; a chil-
dren's services worker; and a social worker from a community-
based organization that receives funding from the county.

The role of the family services advocate is central because many
of the problems children exhibit in schools arise from difficulties in
the family, and treating the child alone does not provide optimum
conditions for success. Because the family services advocates will be
drawn from a wide range of existing agencies and will have differ-
ent areas of expertise, they will bring a broad array of knowledge.

In addition to the services full-time at the center, there will be
many services of the agencies in what we call the extended team,
available by phone or part-time at the center.

The New Beginnings demonstration proposed for Hamilton Ele-
mentary School is not a model to be replaced in schools throughout
San Diego, but it is one approach to meeting the needs of children
and families through collaboration. More important than any
single model, New Beginnings focuses on guiding principles for the
demonstration of collaboration. We believe we need to focus holisti-
cally on the family, not on any single individual in that family; to
shift resources to provide for intensive prevention and early inter-
vention, rather than delaying resources to the level where they are
in the existing system, waiting until the problems reach crisis pro-
portions.

The CHAIRMAN. I'm afraid I'm going to have to interrupt. We
have a joint session over in the House at 11:25. I'm going to ask our
chief counsel to take testimony if it is necessary for any of the wit-
nesses to leave; otherwise 1,11 return around 12:10, and we'll hear
the rest of the panel. and I'll ask you at that time to summarize.

Heather Collins has been very patient over there, and the baby
has been remarkably quiet. As someone who has six great-nephews
and nieces under the age of one, I can tell you they are not nearly
as well-behaved as our witness here.

I do apologize. This is something that was just announced yester-
day, as a matter of fact. If there is anyone who must leave, I'll ask
Nick Littlefield to take the testimony. Otherwise. I'll be back as
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close to 12 o'clock as I can, and then ask the remaining wit-
nesses to summarize.

With that understanding, I'll ask Nick Littlefield to proceed.
Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, Nick Littlefield, Staff Director, assumed the chair.]

r. LrrrLEFIELD. It seems to me we have a choice here. We can
continue with the opening statements, which seems to me makes
the most sense, because we have the written statements already
which you have each submitted, plus we'll have a transcript taken
by the court stenographer here, so the Senator will be able to read
that. And he is also familiar, because he has read the prepared text
and gone over that with all of us, so I think he has a general sense
of the details of what you each will say, those of you who provided
statements.

So I think what we might do is go on through the opening state-
ments just as if you were delivering them to the Senators, and then
when he returns, which will hopefully be at noon, each of you
could summarize in a couple of minutes the main thrust of your
testimony, and then he could engage in the questions which he has
prepared, and which I think will in many ways be the most impor-
tant part of the hearing in terms of the give-and-take.

The problem is that at the end of the day yesterday, they sched-
uled this joint session of Congress with General Schwarzkopf, and
it was sort of a command performance for everybody. And Senator
Kennedy will be back, but I think we should go ahead with the
general statements.

Now, if anybody has to leave. I can go through the questions. I
have talked to him about the testimony, and we can go through
some of the questions. Do any of you have to leave before, say.
12:30 or 12:45?

[No response.]
Mr. LITTLEFIELD. OK. Then, if this will work, Ms. Jehl, you can

just continue with your statement as if there were Senators here,
and hopefully, by 12:00 the chairman will be back, and we'll sum-
marize and then F. to questions, OK?

Ms. JEHL. That s fine.
Mr. LirrLEFIELD. OK. Please continue.
Ms. JEHL. I was talking about the guiding principles for demon-

strating collaboration. First of all, focus on the family, not on any
single individual within that family. Second, provide resources for
intensified prevention and early intervention, and shift the re-
sources that are now focused, only delayed until problems reach
crisis proportions. Third, utilize existing agency funding streams to
the greatest extent feasible, blending funding and staff roles from
participating agencies. Fourth. resist the temptation to create a
project and fund it with "soil" money. as we heard about the won-
derful Kramer School in Arkansas.

Institutional change is what it is going to take, and that is a
long-term process that requires long-term thinking and planning.

We did, not surprisingly, identify some barriers since we are
talking about barriers. Many of the barriers are in our own minds,
as we've mentioned. Most of us as professionals have been trained
in only one disciplineeducation, social work, criminal justice,
whateverand have worked in only one type of service agency. We
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know how our institutions work now; we are comfortable working
that way. We don't know what other institutions do, how they get
funded for what they dowhich is an interesting point and one
that we really need to work onor how our resources can work to-
gether.

Effective collaboration begins with a broader understanding of
the other institutions.

Second. there are conflicting, overlapping, confusing eligibility
requirements for similar levels of services among different pro-
grams and agencies, Valuable staff time is spent determining client
eligibility rather than helping families, and families are required
to tell their stories again and again, with emphasis on the part a
particular agency wants to hear.

We will begin in New Beginnings to develop a preliminary
system for determining eligibility for multiple programs, with a
single application and verification process.

Third, barriers of confidentiality keep agencies from sharing es-
sential information about families in a professional manner. We es-
timate that about 40 percent of school personnel under-report sus-
pected child abuse because once they report to the department of
children's services, they can never get any more information about
that child.

Fourth, existing funding fbr social services is focused on families
in crisis. Funding sources for prevention and for early intervention,
such as case management for families. the heart of our model, are
extremely limited.

Fifth. I think we'll fail to develop effective collaboration if we
assume any single agency to be the convener and owner of the col-
laborationand this concerns me somewhat about the present leg-
islation.

Schools are a logical location for integrated services, since they
are readily accessible to families, but too frequently agencies are
expected to come to the school and collaborate on the school's
terms. Interagency collaboration must be seen as an extension of
school restructuring with an accompanying restructuring of roles
and responsibilities at the school. The collaboration must be owned
equally by all participants and the community.

Sixth, the children s health treatment--
Mr. LriTLEFDI.D. May I interrupt just on that point?
Ms. JEHL. Yes.
Mr. LrITLEFIELD. We have had discussions and testimony in pre-

vious hearings about trying to do the one-stop-shopping in other
settings in addition to school. HOW does that work? I mean, could
you actually have the services provided at a community health
center or at a church or somewhere else and yet connected to the
school so it doesn't have to physically he at the school, yet you'd
have stM the concept of collaboration?

Ms. JEHL. Yes, I think you can, and I think that has to be inves-
tigated particularly in areas like the school I'm talking about,
which is extremely crowded. We can't assume first of all that there
is a place at every school for a program like this. In California, we
have some problems of regulation about where students can go for
a school program that are related to earthquake safety. But if you
didn't have that, or if you could get that waivedas long as it
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wasn't an extra layer where kids went through all of the referral
and all of the processes with school staff and then went on to some-
thing else, so that you are creating another layer of services in-
stead of integrating the services, I think it would be extremely ef-
fective. It would need to be physically close to the school and
united by staffing and by shared resources SO it wasn't an add-on.

It has been very difficult for us to get together the health treat-
ment component of New Beginnings. Funding restrictions and reg-
ulations place many of our young children at risk of health and
learning problems.

I think there is a very, very important role for the Federal Gov-
ernment. Recent educational research has demonstrated that chil-
dren w;.? uve in areas where there are high concentrations of fam-
ilies in poverty are at greatest risk, and programs like this need to
be focused in areas where there is a high concentration and bring a
broader range of services to children and families in these areas.
These programs must take a holistic view, not a fragmented one.

It is important, for example, to encourage the use of Chapter I
funds to provide a broader range of services for Chapter I-eligible
children and their families, rather than using them strictly for re-
mediation.

Second, interagency collaboration needs to be modelled at the
ederal level. Currently, funding from different agencies is subject

to restrictions which place local institutions at a disadvantage.
Local schools serve all children without regard to citizenship, for
example, but you can't use JTPA in-school funds for students with-
out :iocumentation of legal status; we don't even collect that.

A pool of funding from several agencies with a single request for
proposalsnot a different one from HI-IS, and one from Educa-
tionwould help practitioners develop coherent programs. And I
see a real tendency to break the health-based programs from the
school and welfare-based programs that says something to me
about trying to educate a child with a toothache.

Third, the Federal Government in supporting interagency col-
laboration should resist the temptation to be prescriptive about
specific participants or a process. The responsibility for services is
configured differently in many States and localities. It is much
more important, I believe, for the Federal Government to work on
developing realistic, holistic, long-term criteria for evaluating out-
comes and not tie these programs to short-term test score improve-
ment, for example, but to provide some kind of a long-term strate-
gy.

New Beginnings is a local effort to find answers in the midst of a
national crisis. The future of our children and of our Nation %Jill
depend on our ability to find new answers and give them life.

Thank you.
Mr. Lrrrr.r.rumo. Thank you very much.
IThe prepared statement of Ms. Jehl follows:I
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TISTIMONY OF JEANNE MP.
UNTIED STATES SENATE.

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES
MAY 11, 1991

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the committee: it is my privilege to be here today and to

talk with you about New Begimungs. My name is Jeanne /eh!. and 1 am an admimstrator On

special assignment with San Diego City Schools in Sari Diego. California
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It was clear that this should not be Hone more project," another effort to bring in

special funding for a particular population or the children in one school. Then
' .

families. no lip
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WO. AN. I. 't

trusLattax_aatacits,ng_1ust_theschgalk. Schools focus on teething and
learning, but a child has difficulty in learning if heighe is hungry or upset by
violence in the family or is svonderina whether the remits will be on the streets b,
nightfall. Only an insilluthinal collaboration. based on a common philosophy,
could begin to address the multiple problems of families and children living in
poverty.

SAN PIEGO AND ITS SCHOOLS IN CONTEXT:
San Diego City Schools, the nation's eighth largest Intim district, serves more than 121.00

students in grades kindergarten through twelve. The student population in tktober 1990 was 37

percent White. 28 percesu lainno, 19 percent Asian tpredominantly Indochinese and Filipino), and

16 parent African Amman. Mon. than 42 percent of the etementary student populabon is eligible

for the federal free and redoced price hutch program. Although the district includes both urban and

suburban areas within the L'ity of San Ditto, n is undergoing rapid demographic changes, with

increasing proportions of Latino and Asum students and incneasmg numbers of children living in

poverty. Twenty percent of the students ase not native English sprekers. More than 60 differem

first languages we spoken in the schools.

Average student achievement scores on the Comprehmnive Test of Basic Skills increased in

reading language arts and math during the 19130s. Later in the decade the scores leveled off and

slight declines occurred in reading weirs at some grade levels. But these aggregate scores mask a

senous achreveman gap between higher achieving White and Asian students and their lower

achieving lamina and African Arta-man counterparts, Concerns about the azhievement of African

American and Latino students have led to the creation of a districtwide goal lo reduce the

achievement gap by onehalf every year. beginning in 1992. All schools are expected to engage in

a process of strategic planning and site-based decision making to impreive outcomes for students.

Rut class sites in California are the second largest in the nation, and there is little money available

for discretionary or innovative progriuns .

iJtbrr pubhc ageneses tare similar issues. San Diego County is California's so«mid largest and the

nation's fourth most populous county, with a population of more than 2.5 million. One resident in

eleven receives some kind of assistance from the Department of Social Services, The AFDC

caseload is increasing at a rate of 24 persvnt per year. In this context of escalating needs. the New

Beginmngs Executive f'ommittee chose to focus ats efforts on prevention by working with

2
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elemouary school Child= hald their famthes. and sought to integrate the services of all agencies so

that they would be more accessible and effecnve.

HAMILTON SCHOOL AND THE NEW BEGINNINGS CENTER:
The gmup chow to focus initially on chillies and families in one e.ementary school in the City

Heights area and its surrounding community. They selected Mesander Hamilton Elementary
School, whieh serves nearly 1400 students, grades K-5. on a four-track year round schedule.

Hamilton's students we 40 percent Latino, 24 percent Indochinese (predominantly Vietnamese),

24 paean African American. 9 percent White, and 3 patent other ethnicities. Nearly 30 different

Wastages are spoken in the homes of Hamilton's students. The school has the highest student

mobility rate In the disoict; about 30 percem of the students who attend the school M any given

year Err there far less than 60 days. Although members of the school staff are eager to help

families and students. the staff is frequently ovenvhelmed with their needs.

To gain additional insight into the needs of the community. New Beginmnp conducted a runt-
month feasibility study. The Executive Summary of that study is included as a pan of this

testimony- DMAldbt.eeniialialltarlalat
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The feasibility Audy provided the basis for the design of a whool-basod approach to services for

families ens children, and for demonannion of the design at Hamilton Elementary. A chart

depicting services at the Center and in the Extended Team is included as part of this testimony.

The Cemer will provide Integrated social and health services for children attending Hamilton and

their families, and health treatment services for elementary school age children. In a later phase, it

is hoped that health treatment can he expanded to preschool children.

3
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The Center will be a welcoming place for families and children. the Center will be housed in ant

portable classrooms located on the school's playground. and remodeled to provide facilities for

health services social services, and adult education. A touch-screen interachve video system,

developed and doomed by IBM as a prototype for application in integrated services systems, will

provide infomianon about the school. the Center, ON the community in three languages, accessible

to families without regard to their level of literacy. School legistration will move to the Caner so

families have an opportunity to become familiar with the Center and to provide an initial

assessment of family as well ii15 student needs.

Al the heart of the New Beginnings Center is tbe E amily Services Advocate
(ISM. : his worker. drawn from the estates' esksting workforte, will provide
primary , sto4ained contact for families with the system. Heist* will provide
information about available servkes. help to determine preliminary eligibility,
and work with families to create and follow a plan for moving toward self-
soMeWney The ESA will provide some direct counseling, and will advocate for
the family with existing agencies to overcome barriers of bureaucracy and
practice. Each rsA will work with 30-40 falsifies on a continuing basis,
assisting them in finding and getting the help they need. These families may be

referred to the Center by the school or other agencies; they max also refer themselves. Because the

FSA role is not included in any current staff job descriptions, New Begirminp will utilize staff

from several asencies: a school counselor, a social worker from the Greater Avenues to

Independence IGAINthe California version of the federal JOBS) program. a Children's Services

worker, and a social worker from a community-based organization that receives funding hum the

County. The role of the f SA is central because many of the pmblems children exhibit in schools

arise from difficulties in the family, and treating the child alone does not pmvide the optimum

conditions tOr suceess. Because the FSAs all} be drawn from a variety of existing agencies and

will have different areas of expertise, they will bring a wide range of knowledge to the team of

generous.

Other services at the Center will include expanded health ruminations and immunizations for

children. As institutional and funding barriers to expanded health treatmern are removed. the

Center will offer additioral services by the school nurse practitioner. MWticulturat mental health

services, health and nutrition education, and the Women, Infanb and Children (Win supplemental

nutrition program will also be available at the Center. The San Diego Community College Distnct

4
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will provide adult education. including English as a Second Language ESL 1. adult basic

education, and parenting educatton.

Though services provided by the Emended Team. families at Hamilton will be provided iivith

network of sullen that reaches far beyond the physical location of the Center. The Exteeded

Team includes wears from all participating agencies whorend the majority of their working

time in their own ceganizatimis. but work with acaseload redefined to focus on the Hamilton area,

Although they may not work at the Center, they are* part of the New Beginnings Team; they will

know the FSAs, the neighborhood. and Ifs whoa and win have agreed to carry the redefined

=toed that brings them into touch with the community. Savices provided through the Extentkd

Team include: police, park and recreation, and libnuy services from the City of Son Diego;

eligibility for public assistance, children's services, and probation department services from the

County of San nego; speciaheed education and school services from the school district;

educational co nseling. financial aid, and adult education from the community college district;

Section B, public housing and neighborhood impmvement from the San Diego Housing

Commission, and translationhnterpretation. drug and alcohol services and youth snd family

services from community-baled oreanutations.

COL1ABORATION: TilE CORNE,RSTONE OF INTEGRATED SERVICES

As an institutional collaboration. New Beginnings functions on two levels: the Executive

Committee and the New Beginnings Council, The Executive Committee. composed of tap

executives from all participating egencies provides and disseminates leadership for the

collaboration. Each agency head has given high visibility to New Beginnings, treating it not as a

Pritect, but as a long term organizational refcem strategy to meet the needs of families and

children. Each agency executive has also committed staff time to the feasibility study, the

implementation planning process. and the staffing plans for the Center, ibL:Igaginuf_high
inicrnashingt_Bathin-lachOp,na 14, ..t*A
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The New rieginnings Council, composed of mid. level managers from each agency, has earned on

much of the siork of the feasibility study and implementation planning. Suggiutfiewionsy
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Because members of

the Council work as closely with staff from other agencies as they do with their own os gam:Loon.
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they have become acutely aware of overlapping services, conflicting agency philosophies, and

gaps in services. For example:

CAI Wren in families receiving AFD( are automatically eligible fOr the rederally-foadol

free lunch program. But until tocently, the selool Mum did not know which families

seen AFDC recipients and families were required to complete an additional lengthy and

detailed application for the hutch proBnim-

The school district employs school nurie practitioners, who are licensed to piovide

treatment for common childhood health problems with proper phyuciant apervision. But

the district does not have funds to provide physivian supervision, and the school nurse

now provides no treatment, only referrals to physicians. Fewer than half of these referrals

result in 41 visit to a phytteian.

The New Beginnings feasibility study docunwnted the correlation between students at nsk in our

schools and families in crisis: nearly half the families (4S percent) were known to two or more

programs within the Depannlent of Social Services tinCRifle maintenance programs, Children's

Services). the Depanment of Social Services, and the Department of Housing. The feasibility

study also provided insight into the number of staff positions each agency was already providing to

serve the families at Hamilton, and asked a central manikin: Could the agencies, working
together, do a better Job of helping these families end children?

The New Beginnings demonstration proposed for Hamilacm Elementary School is not a model to

be replicated in schools throughout San Diego, but one approach to meeting the needs of children

and families through collaboration. More important than ens single model, New
Beginnings focuses on guiding principles for the demonstration of collaboration:

Focus holistically on the Emil?. not on a single individual.
Pros ide resources for intensified prevention and flirts intervention.

rather than delaying until problems reach crisis proportions.
Utilize each agency's existing funding streams to the greatest extent

feasible. blending funding and staff rotes from participating agencies.
Resist the tempt/Hon to create a project and fund it with "soft" mimes.

Institutional change is a long-term process and requires long term thinking
and planning.

BARRIERS TO COLIAWMATION:
The New Beginnings EteCurive Committee and Council members have encountered multiple

6
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barriers to collaboration d ring the planning process. Many of these barriers are in our own

minds: most professionals have been Maned in only one disciphne educanen. social work.

or criminal lialnace) arid have worked in only one type of service agency. We know how our

institutions work now and are comfortable working that way; we do not know what the other

institutions do, how they get funded to do what they do, or how our resources can work together.

Effective collaboration begins with a bmader undersianding of other institutions.

Conflicting. overlapping, and cznfusing eligibility requirements for similar levels of services Create

unnecessary burial for families and agencies. Valuable staff time is spent in determining client

eligibility. rather than helping families, and families are required to telt their stories tqain and

again, with the emptiasis on the part a partieu/ar agency wants to hear. With foundation support.

New Beginnings will investigate the development of a preliminary system for detennimng

eligibility for multiple programs with onc apphcation and verification process.

Berrien of confidentiality keep agencies from sharing essential information about tamilles in a

professional manna. School staff are requited to report suspected chtld abuse. hut are unable to

get Mfonnahon about location of a child who is removed from the parents' home. School officials

nitmate that gercem of school personnel under-report suspected child abuse for this rnsson.

Existing funding for social services is focused on families in crisis. Funding sources for

prevention and early intervention Isuch as case management for families) arc extremely binned.

Many parents need training in positive parenting skills. hut this training is not readily accessible to

than, especially if they are culturally and/or linguistically different Without appropnaw preventive

services, the number of families in costs will continue to grow.

We will fad to develop effective collaboration if we assume any single agency to he the consener

and owner of the collaboration. Schools are a logical locatoon for integrated services, since they

are readily accessible to families_ hut too frequently agencies are expected to come to thr school

and collaborate OR the school's !CMS. Interagency collaboration must he seen as an rItension it

school restructuring. with aft accompanying restructuring of roles and responsibilities at the

school. The collaboration muM be earned egualh bi all participleb.

The cbildren's health treatment component of New Beginnings has been the most difficult to

implement through collaboratior and redirection of esisting resources. Funding restrictions and

regulations place our young :i,..dren at increased nsk of health and learning problems.

7
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THE ROLE OF 1111E FEDERAL Giniatrawn:
Recent educational research has demonstrated that children who live in areas where there is a

concentration of families in poveny are at greatest risk of what (iamb Schorr, the author of

wigusLihatikart calls *buten outcomes." To birak the cyck of &advantage. programs fee

disadvantaged children and their fasnihes must bring a greawr range of services to these areas. The

programs most take a holistic view, not a fragmented one. It is important, for example, to

encourage the use of Chapter I funds t provide a broader range of services to Chapter I eligible

children and their families .

bleragencs collaboration needs to he modekd lit tlitirderat_ level, Currently,
funding from different agencies is subject to restrictions si Inch plaice local
institutions at a disatisantage: local schools serve all students, oithout regard to
citizenship. but the use of J inscbool funds for students at risk requires
documentation of legal status. Local agencies, like the families liwmsehes. must
cares their stories from one funding source tu another. tr,ing to patch together
enough funding to help families and children, A pool of funding from several
federal agencies, with a single Request for Proposals. would help practitioners
develop coherent programs.

litclaerml_42.tunmsni, In uppurt4nn ktrastne_tullabaraiiiukNholdJmili
tiuJemplalion to be _annarialbsabout Iht_Aptclik_suirikiRantt.ArAinistsihr
developing integrated sert ice% Because the responsibitits for seri kes is
configured differently in mans stales and localities, and the needs for serrkes
tar, from communit to communit), it is important to support local tionership of
the process and content of the collaboration, It is much more important to
develop realistic, coherent criteria ti, which the outcomes of the collaboration can
he evaluated,

New Heitmnonas is a local et fort to find answers in the midst tit a national crisis. The future of our

chifdren and of our nation will depend tm our ability to find new arts-wers and give them life. l am

honored to have the opportunity to thare New Beginnings with this committer.

4



NEW BEGINNINGS

A STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

WE BELIEVE THAT
dadren and *On In our community we
a nimble mecum* and their healthy
development Is eseentid to the mond rand
economic future of San Diego:

the number of Madam and tamest litho Are
in poverty and am at rkk d rid devdopang
to their piw dle! is growing by ow community;

the holy Is the ;dreary crawe glow and
eau= of social lawnimx it must be
IMppCAldMid ibengelefled:

families Gond be adectively assisted
Ind diengerenod through *wanted
WNW, prodded by public agencies,
including the whoa* in boded; from
each other;

the best hope for he*. g *nen and children
conies through irony Interveradon and
continuing developments! servicerg

all pubin agendas In the community,
brat uding the Clyd Sin Diego, County d
San Digo. So Diego Comnranunly College
Distnct and So Diego %Wed School District
hoe *nimble perspolive end do a
aft* role 11 supporthig children red
twnlies.

only an integmled servises system irtydvIng
ell of these agencbs aid theM resousces
of their professional dalf can meet the
complex needs af children end farness In
ow cennimity: and

such a system must not be dependent an short
term special fundhg, lost mud represent a
fundamental restructurfrag a/ adding
re1101.111M.

NEW BEGINNtNOS is a process for meeting the needs of children and families arid ensurkig a productive future for them and for ow community.

%solutions incorpocating this philosophy rare unanimously adoptrd by the San Diego City Counci. the San Diego Corunty Board of Supenrisons.
the Board of the San Diego Community College Disti ict. and the San Diego Unified School District Board of Education on July 23-25. 1990.
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Apnl 10, 1991

NEW BEGINNINGS

ALS/121Ift
New Beginnings is a unique interagency cellaborative involving the City of San Diego, County

of Sim Diego. Sim Diego City Schools. San DiegoCommunity College District, and the San
Diego Housing Commission. The New Beginnings approach seeks to improve services to

children and families through creation of a new system focused on prevention and integrated

services.

New Beginnings has been inexistence since June 1988 when top agency executives from the

County of San Diego initiated discussions with the superintendent of San Diego City Schools

and executives from other public agencies. The initial meeting induded 2 manages,
representing the divenity of services provided to children, youth, and families. The group
decided to focus its attention on San Diego's multi-ethnic,densely populated Mid-City area.
White initial efforts focused on awareness of eaeh agency's services In the area, the discussions
inevitably turned to issues of fragmentation of services and unmet needs of children and
families. It soon became apparent that the agencies serve common customers; that is. that many

families ale known to more than one agency and that increased communication and
collaboration among agencies holds the potential for improving outcomes for families and

children.

In surmner 1989, the group began to focus its attention at the elementary school kwel to examme
the potential for integrated services to families as a meansof improving lives for young
children. A feasibility study funded in part by the Stuart Foundations was conducted at
Hamilton Elementary School to Investigate families' needs for additional services and the
barriers they everience in working with the existing system. The study also took a'bottom
ur look at the agencies to determine barriers to system effectiveness. Feasibility budy

components included:

1, An "actien research- component that placed a social worker at the school to work
intensively with 20 families;

2. Intensive interviews with an additional 30 families conducted by off -duty public

health nurses;

3. An agency liaison study linking the school to a single point of contact in

participating agenries;

4. Focus groups with agency workers, both those "on the line" and in administrative

roles;

S. A data match study, electronically matching families enrolled in the school to
caseloads from the Department of Social Services. Probation Department, and
Housing Commission; and

6 A migration study charting the schools that students attended before and alter
their enrollment at Hamilton.
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The feasibility study's conclusions include&

Families need help in order to get help; the system is difficult to traverse without
support and information;

While the school setting is a good base fer services, the collaborative should not
necessaiily be school-governed;

Services are fragmented and are not provided from a common philosophical base;

Most services are focused on crisis intervention; there are few resources for
prevention.

With unanimous support from the governing bodies of ill partcipating agencies, the
feasibility study was accepted and implementation planning began.

Implemcniatiga.rlanning
implementation planning for the New Beginnings feasibility study began in Odober 1990, with
funding from the Stuart Foundations and the Danforth Foundation. New Beginnings is best seen
first as a strategy for coordinated services, with a focus on:

prevention andearly intervention;

focus on the family, rather than any single family member;

repositiomng and reallocation of existing resources from participating agencies;

emphasis on adoption and modification in many sottings, rather than a "protect
focus".

As such, New Beginnings has pioneered7

online acress for schools to Department of Social Services data, eliminating
duplication of eligibility for free lunch;

inclusion of parent-school communication curriculum in CAIN training;

access to CAIN benefits for pregnant and parenting teens through communication
between the school nurse and the Department of Social Services.

A demonstration center will open at Hamilton Elementary School in Spring 1991. The center
will initially serve farnilici of Hamilton's 13(0 students, grades X - 5, with an expansion to
pre-school children in a second phase. Set Vices at the center will include:

expanded school registration and preliminary assessment for all families,

parent education and adult education classes,

expanded health services, including Child Health and Disability Prcvention,

a team of Family Services Advocates to provide ongoing services planning,
counseling, and direct services for families in need. and.
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connections to an "Extended Team" to provide supportive services from the
participati% agencies,

SatitsitmingaggidaintiftclisTs

Overall Goal:
Develop and teat an integrated collaborative system of KIVICICS for families and children
which ts more effective than the cunent fragmented system and results in an improved
cvmmunity environment and better family social, health, and echwational functioning.

Demonstration Overall Goat
In the first stage of the demonstration, implement the design in the Hamilton Elementary
attendance area. Levels of service and target groups will be phased in to reach the full target
population of all Hamilton families and their children.

Operational Goal 1: Institutional Collaboration
Develop collaboration among agencies to better serve families and children through
restructming institutional knowledge, beliefs, patterns of communication, and organization.

Operational Goal 11: Strengthen Family Life
Develop a service system which assists and supports families to improve their social, health,
and educational functioning; enhance their community environment; and increase evonomk self-
sufficiency.

Demonstration: Implement a program at the Demonstration Center which wilt assist targeted
families to measurably improve specified areas of family life.

Operational Goal NI: Improve Outcomes for Children
Develop a support system for children from birth to age 12 that responds to needs for healthy
physical, social, and cognitive development and emphasizes prevention and early
intervention.

49
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NEW BEGINNINGS: A FEASIBILITY STUDY OF
INTEGRATED SERVICES FOR CKLDREN AND FAMILIES

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Ballonolo

T000soodo of children and their families face tarcumatenees which threaten their well-

being and promise only a bleak Mee. These Wales often find themselves confined to

Peer neighborhoods whom dotonoroBV Physical environment cereributes to the Image
of helplessness and despair. Many ot these families rely on public &sestina, and other
services melded by iocal city and minty agencies.

In San Diego. govenunen agency leadership recognised that II was serving the sante
childten and families end that they should be allies in creating a common vision of the
lours kir family success. Several basragency collaborations had already been
developed on a small scale, and the time was tiro to build upon those Emily successes.
New Beginnings was fanned In June 1988. as s means tor top leadership to engsge in a
now dialogue about jointly uning children and task families.

Now Beginnings is a unique interagency collaborative bwohring the City and County ot
Sin DINA San Diego Community College District and San Diego City Schools. The
collaborative emergei from a realisation that the tote porliciPating logonoloo servo
children, youth, bungles and:

share cononon clients
need to understand the services and resources of the other agencies
need so identify setvice gaps and possible duplication of services
serve within a limited fiscal environment

The inftial discussions led to a call for an Won msearch project lc test the feasibility

of one-stop coordinated services center or .:fhor Integrated services approach.
Connected to a school site, such a services center could out through bureaucralic
barriers and provide easily accessible support for familles. The study wss conceived as
a *lop down and bottom up look at existing systems. Stuart Foundations agreed to
partially fund the faseibility study in July 1989. and the project began with donated
sraff end serviette from each agency. New Beginnings leadership chase to focus on early
intervention and conducted the study at Hernillon Elementary School, located in San
Diego's densely populated, muftlethnic City Heights area. The selection of Hamilton
provided New Beginnings with an opportunity to WA under conditions that are
becoming all too familiar - a school straining at mavimum capacity to assist families
with, multiple, severe mad&

Elites=

The New Beginnings feasibility study was designed to gather intonnation about the needs
of families and the impact of services provided by local agencies end IN Senna mere
specifically, the study asked;

5
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How many families receive services from the county. city, or from
community-baud agencies funded by the omatty or city?

What services do they receive?

Ar# they eligible for services That they are not cwrently receiving?

Is there a4Nationship between a faMily's use of social end health services
and the academic and social success cd their children?

What barriers do the families encounter when They try to get help from the
present syNem?

What barriers exist within the system, as seen by agency staff?

Can the service delivery system be made more responsive to the needs ol
families In neighborhoods ties Hamilton's in a way thel Is Integrated and
cos14ffective?

As originaliy designed, dm feasibility study included three aware* projects: inteNiews
of families and students, interviews of front-line service providem from participating
agencies, and a date-sharing effort to investigate The number of families In common.
*nee executives felt limited by the research focus and requested a more action-
oriented *preach. As a result tee additional projects Were conducted * order to learn
more about the current system: placing a social worker at Hamilton to work with
families, and creating system of agency Maisons fo help outside agencies be more
accessible to Hamilton staff. A study of Hamilton family fligratiCtri patterns was added to
gather information about the highly mobile population. Despite the multifaceted nature
of the study, al proem* components were completed within a ellen tkneline.

0801120810

Focus Groupe ot Agency Viodiers
Agency Liaison Network
Caw Mcrilklemeni Study
Family tmerviews
Data Math
Migration Study

limstinigLramitelkan

Jenuary to April 1990
November 1989 to April 1990
Asouttry to March 1980
Februery to March 1990
March 1990
March 1990

The following information provides a summary of findings from the study, reaches
conclusions from those findings, and suggests a system ot integrated services tot
chitran and families.
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I. NEM FOR RERCIVA

RNDiNGS: Families are unaware of services, or of their eligibility for
services. They can only use what they know.

Families nee% hetp In order to pet hi* The system ts diffitcult to
traverse without support and informalion.

1XINCLUSIMAk ft!: 1= II 11 4 44411k4 141111 (.111 111 11 11: 4/11 -,1116..

inasaummantaginsingaBizi

IMPLICATIONS: This reform will require new ways of thinking about the
needs of families, Ike roles of agency workers,
ligibi;ity determination, the focus and process of
service *livery, and ellocation of tomtit.

it will require consistent, stron; support at the highest
administrative levels.

ROLE OF 71.1ESCHOOLINCOLLASORAMON

MOM& Families see the school a. ; a place to get hap.

Being identified with i n school helped the Family Services AOSTAZOfe
end the County Public Health Nurses to gain initial access to
families.

Schools quidel), become overwhelmed by the multiple needs of
families.
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IMPLICATIONS: The center of services will be shared: all ire In the hub.

Ali participating agencies need to form a network to keep
families from falling through the cracks.

MED FOR A COMMON PHLOSOPHY

FWOINGS: Families must go to several agencies to solve multiple penblems. or
to make he#2 with multiple pieces of one problem.

For example. one family may need food stenps. special education
testing, amnest Owes end police protection. Each is obtained
Com a separate Agency governed by ding:nue Institutions. FamBes
IMP Often unaware of the distinctions among eL7encies,
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Differences in philosophy make Cooperation difficult. Schools are
required to won suspected chlW abuse, but Child Protective
Services cannot share Infomuttion about Cre children% placement
with them Sehttal staff often lose contact with the children if they
we removed from their parents home. For that reason, school
officials estimate that 40 percent of school personnel under-report
suspected child abuse.

4 #: be_o : 41 ts V it : sz
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In order for a cohesive system to xist, participating
agencies must have a shared, Integrated phlicwophy
which stresses prevention end early intervention,
agency collaboration and a focus on working with
families rather than on Individuals.

A case management approach would provide coordinated
access to services.

PRIORITY OF CASELOADS

=Cana
IMPLICATIONS:

V.

Over 60 percent of ail Hamilton families we involved with County
Department of Social Services, and Prebation, or City Housing
Commission, About 10 percent of ail families are known to four or
more programa In these agendes.

Crisis management for a few families in chronic need takes away
from other families with very important needs.

ThiudgariaraniatIblumarimint.samaring.

The cornerstone of a shared philosophy must be a
r lot ity for prevention and early intervention services.

hEW ROLES RDFI AGENCY WOFICERS

RNANGS: Workers are frustrated with the narrAvness and inflexibility of
their row.

Workers feet dehumanized In their Job roles, similar to the families
involved

workers see generations 0 recurring problems in families and feet
he§oless to "break the chain'.
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NEW ROLES FOS AGENCY WORKERS toentIS

Awmas_waleggi_aantA ,cLILARABLitt
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IMPLICATIONS: Workers shouid become family advent'', Working mono
intensely with fewer numbers et families. They need
more authority and flexibility In determining when
ones are opened, what services are rendered, and when
cases should be closed.

To increase their knowledge base, workers should be
encouraged and rewarded for croes-training and
placement in agencies other than their home agency.

CHANGES IN POUVES AND PIXICEDURESVi-

RCM& Families must carry their life stories around to several ;Maces.
Each agency cmly wants ono part of tfre stoty.

Workers who must handle case files manually are unable to be
efficient. "Paperwo* inhibits social work."

=MEM Egaibillu_sumaguuriadgcb, jus_camsgaz_ang_aguinclatutgraig
creme burrito, for familia,
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IMPLICATIONS: A common ligibility process should be developed, with
one central point of contact for families.

Funding needs to be flexible enough to allow for
appropriate services, whether specialized or general.

Waivers, policy changes, and staffing changes may be
necesary to provide funding flexibility.

Legal means must be developed to allow workers to share
pertinent Informstion about families with other agency
staff.
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S. iLL.6 fiia
Technology upgrades ere needed to nhance
coMMunteation among agencies.

YILEZEZESEPIMESEUREMEM2,_
RNOINGS:

=WM&

IMPLICATIONS:

FINEINGS:

Families see themselves in bolter overall condition than Money
Preonnal see thin but Ow are plagued byshorNerm problems.

Serial providers tee &Was as having many ionMehn needs.

Dismandauntaleranalimibutat ilsamodsoLgeozallanitsti
azialiap-uatutunt Avalaca.

The emerging system must address both groups of needs.
One cannot be addressed to the exclusion of the other.

INCREASED INPUT FROM FAMILIES

WWI 90AIL

IMPLICATIONS:

moms:

=Ma=
IMPLICATIONS:

The most ownmon need topatessd by ismass was lor parsons? csys
Au their children.

Families want to be listened to and hoot valued in their interactions
with spondee.

: I,: 1 : 111

The new system should provide a network of services
with a minimum number of staff working with each

The system should have continuity and stability, allow
tor multiple entry and xit points, and accommodete
human end cultural differences.

Families must start over nein to nem services when they Wye
the ant& even dough dre move may hove been a positive one.

In 198748, only 40 percent of the children attended Hamilton
7rom day 6 through day 175 (almost the lull year). Twenty-Ow
percent attended Hamllton and oho other school during the year.

famlitm2121111L.11. .LaulOWIDILIALIcLtecelttnaaardses.

Institutions and gencies can compensate for family
mobility by developing flexible service area boundaries.

Continuity of srvices must be given a high priority by
srvice providers.

17,
tla it
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The New Beginnings approach to Integrated Services for Children and Families Is based
on an analysis of funds Spent by oath panktipaling agency on services to families in the
Hamilton area. It represents a fundamental restnrcturing and reallocation of public
hetde to en Interegercy system It empowers agencies' staff through increased problem
staving Ind deeper InvOlvement with children and families.

The New Beginnings approach will provide services to families with children who live In
the Hamilton attendance area, Including those whose children attend Hamilton or other
public schools and those with children ages 0-5, who may be referred from
panicipating agencies. The New Beginnings approach has three levels:

Legarjes, THE SCHOOL is a primary source of referrals end an Integral part of the
system. Classroom teachers refer children WhO are experiencing seademie, bollworm,
attendance, Or heafth problems. Ongoing communication between the teacher and Center
shift ferms a vital feedback loop* to Mess whether SIMMS We hiving a beneficial
effect on the child, Teathers receive intensive training on prohtem identification and
strewth* techniques In the classroom, as watt as awareness of the Min end services of
other twenty staff. The school is closely allied to the Center and shares staff with it on a
pan-lime basis for an expanded student registration and easesement process.

Lextling. THE CENTER Is a separate building on the Hemmen VW Of adjacent to IL
It provides two levels of %WINS for families: en expended student registration/family
assessment process for ail families, end service planning. ongoing case management and
some health services for families who need prevention or early intervarstiOn serViCOS.

At the Center, famIlles will also be able to receive direct services: initial eligibility
screening, school registration end assessment of students for special program referrals
to parent education and other sett-heip services, and some heatth services: physical
examinations, Immunizations, and treatment for cnr-nrin childhood conditions. The
school nurse practitioner, under the supeivision of a licensed physician, will work in en
expended role, Including treatment.

twat Three, THE EXTENDED TEAM is an integral part ot the New Beginnings approach.
As members of the New Beginnings Extended Team, line workers continue in their home
agencies and usual fob WM, but take on a redefined case toad focusing on Hamitton
families. Extended team members might be found, tor example. IP the City Housing
Department, the County Departments of Probation and Social Services, and on the staff of
community-bssed organisations, but they all concentrate their work with Hamilton
families as part of the New Beginnings Team

Baccannuuslattam far Next fimgs

Top leadership of the New Beginnings partnership Institutions Is committed to the level
of institetional change and Collaboration required to demonstrate the viability of
integrated services for families. In the midst of possible state budget cuts that threaten
to pit on* institution against another, the New Beginnings partners are resolved to forge
ahead with the cross-agency teamwork and thoroughness that hes been the hallmark of
thls feasibility study.

New deginnings is recommending that implementation begin irt the Hamilton Elementary
School attendance area. Implementation should be undertaken in four phases:

Masa Licata

1. Development uf implementation plan
2. Start-up aCtivities
3. Demonstration period
4. Evaluation cycles

5 t;

Completed hy December 1990
Completed by February 1991
March 1991 through March 1994
Annually beginning in 1992
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Mr. LITTLErixt.n. Mr. Doherty.
Mr. Do IIHRTY. Thank you, Mr. Littlefield.
I'd like to express my appreciation for being invited to speak

today as a representative of bAayor Raymond L. Flynn of the City
of Boston and the young people of the City of Boston.

The importance of linking critical neighborhood-based human
services to the public schools in order to help children and youth
stay in school and succeed cannot be understated. In Boston there
are several creative programs underway that tie social services,
health and mental health, parental support, literacy, child care
and advocacy services to the public schools. However, they all have
one thing in common: They are too few and underfunded.

Legislation like S. 619 is needed to bring the financial resources
to the human efforts being made by dedicated teachers and social
3ervice professionals to keep our youth in school and provide them
with quality educational opportunities. Boston Community Schools,
as the City of Boston's lead human service and youth service
agency, with :04 centers in the City of Boston of which 22 share
school buildings and all of which are controlled by neighborhood
community school councils, offer three programmatic examples of
how the linkage. of supportive human services to educational serv-
ices enhances the potential of high-risk youth completing their edu-
cation.

While. all three programs serve similar populationsyoung
people of the inner city, mainly from single-headed households,
many on public assistance, subject to subqtance abuse, teen vio-
lence. gang involvement and early pregnancyeach program's ap-
proach to tying service provision to the public schools is different.

Let me begin my presentation with a fairly inspirational vignette
about one of our participants.

Jerome was referred to the Back to School program in August of
1990 by the guidance counselor at the Wheatley Middle School in
Boston. While attending Wheatley, Jerome performed well'aca-
demically, but because of the Boston public schools' promotional
policy requiring an 85 percent attendance rate, he failed for the
academic year as his attendance rate was only 64 percent.

In September of 1990, Jerome's family--his mother and two sib-
lingsbecame homeless and for 2 months stayed with a variety of
family members in a number of locations.

In November they were placed in a shelter motel in a city north
of Boston.

Despite this placement and the commute it involved, Jerome
maintained an $6 attendance rate iit his back-to-school site. In De-
cember, the family was located in a subsidized housing unit in
Boston.

Jerome s academic performance for this year has merited him
the 1-,onor roll tiff all three terms, and his attendance rate has gone
from 64 percent to $6 percent. Because of his determination and
cognitive ability, the Back to School staff advocated for Jeronw's
admission to Milton Academy, an academically demanding private
residential secondary school, and he has been accepted.

The journey from homeless/out of school, to "A' student, and ac-
ceptance and possible entrance into the prestigious Milton Acade-
my is testimony to Jerome's strength of character and persever-
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ance in the face of debilitating obstacles. However, it is also testi-
mony to the existence of an alternative education model like Com-
munity Schools' Back to School program and the services that that
model brings to Jerome and his family.

Back to School is an alternative middle school program that
works with 12-15 year-olds whose personal, i.ducational and family
histories make them prime candidates for school dropout. Back to
School is four classrooms, 15 students each, taught by two teachers
and supported by a human service advocated, located in different
neighborhoods of the City of Boston.

Back to School is accredited by the Boston School Committee
remembering that these are young people under lte years of age
and therefore they must be enrolled in schoolfunded with City of
Boston operating funds, housed in a public housing development, a
municipal building, a recreation center, and a separate classroom
in an elementary school.

The goal of Back to School is to remove youth at risk of dropping
out from the traditional public school, provide them with educa-
tional remediation, address the personal or family problems that
place them at risk, and return them to the public schools to com-
plete their education. Back to School students renmin in the pro-
gram for one to 2 years.

A profile of a Back to School student generally describes a youth
who will drop out: over-age for grade level, previous educational
failure, spotty to low attendance, perhaps court-involved, wito ex-
perience in substance abuse, and from a dysfunctional family.

Back to School services are delivered through a "cmee manage-
ment" modality. Each student's educational plan includes a social
service component. Teachers and the human service advocate work
as a team, in and outside the classroom, to educate and support the
student.

The role of the human service advocate is unique and critical.
This member of the staff "brokers" support services needed by the
youth with other agencies and assures that they are provided.
These services may be legal services, health services, mental health
services, housing services, or social welfare services. Whatever they
may be, their provision is es.,ential to addressing the nowduca-
tional problems that impede the learning potential of the student.
The existence of noneducational problems has induced school fail-
ure. Unless resAved, they will fOrce school dropout.

Ninety percent of the students who enroll in Back to School
remain in the program and return to the public schools. Daily at-
tendance in Back to School clamrooms ranws from 87 percent to
93 percent. Most Back to School students return to the public
schools at a grade level two grades above where they left.

City Roots is an alternative high school program that serves
young wople 16-21 years of age. All City Roots students have
dropia,d out of school. Some may well have remained in school if a
program like. Back to School had existed when they were in their
middle school-. ge years.

City Roots provides youth with bask skill remediation and pre-
pares them for a GED. During his or her stay in City Roots, the
student receives job-readiness skills, life skills, job development
service's, and a host of :mpport services.

5S



City Roots is organized similar to Back to School. It is neighbor-
hood-based classrooms, located in nontraditional learning environ-
ments, stuffed by two teachers and the essential human service ad-
vocate.

A profile of a City Roots student parallels that of a Rack to
School student, except. that these young people are older, more
likely to be court-involved and users of drugs andior alcohol;
during this program year, one-third already are or are about to
become parents. Again, for these young people, the key to the com-
pletion of their educationfinding a job, entering a skill training
program, or going to collegehi the resolution of those problems
that forced them to drop out of school.

The City Roots answer is that of Back to School: Link the stu-
dent's educational effort to support services. If attendance in the
program is predicated upon the provision of child care, help the
student find child care. If there are problems with the courts, work
with the probation officers to facilitate resolution of the problem. If
housing is necessary, or public assistance, or family mediation,
assist the student to find the agency or organization to address the
need and access the service. This is the role of the City Roots'
human service advocate.

Last year, titi percent of City Roots students graduated with a
GED; 51 percent found jobs; and we are proud to say that 7:; per-
cent entered college or a skill training program. For 14 years, City
Roots has achieved similar successes.

In 19147, Joseph was an honor student at Dominic Savio High
School, a Catholic high school in East Boston. Ile had plans for col-
lege and dreams to make a special future for himself and his
family. His dreams were shattered when his father was arrested
for the use of drugs and subsequently imprisoned. His mother was
unable to pay the school tuition, and Joe was forced to leave.

The family situation declined even further when Joe's mother
began using drugs as a means to cope with her depression. Joe was
forced to work and live on his own. He moved from one family
member's home to another, trying to regain a sense of hope. Joe
fell into a deep depression, and his self-esteem spiraled down.

Finally, a cousin who had previously graduated from City Roots
recommended that he enroll, lie did. Joe became an honor student.
He graduated with the class of 198K was accepted into Bunker Hill
Community College, where he is studying business, and is now em-
ployed by &iston Community Schools as a human service advocate
for the City Roots program.

City Roots provideA Joe with the emotional support he needed
during his period of crisis. During his stay in the. program, Joe was
able to regain his self-esteem and find a positive. work environment
which allowed for his studies. Ills role in City Roots now provides
students who are experkmcing equally difficult times with a posi-
tive role model.

The Winners' Circle program is another example. of the benefits
achieved when public education is enhanced by support services.
Unlike Back to School and City Hoots, which are housed in nontra-
ditional educational sett:ngs, Winners' Circh. utilize.s both the
public school and the after-school program to build a "surround
care" program for the students.
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Youth enrolled in Winners' Circle receive services from 7:30 a.m.
to 6 p.m., with some young people still at the community school
program until 9 or 10 at night. Funded by a grant from the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Substance
Abuse Prevention, the Winners' Circle program. recently cited in
two Boston Globe editorials as a program that works, links a
middle school with an after-school program.

Winners' Circle staff is paired by the public school and the com-
munity school after-school program with the public school staff
person coordinating an in-school "student support team", and the
community school program staff implementing an after-school pro-
gram with tutoring, enrichment, recreation, and intrumural sports.

The in-school student support team coordinator assumes the role
of the human service advocate- found in the Buck to School and
City Roots programs. Administrators and teachers in the. public
school identify youth at risk. The in-school student support team
provides in-school services to the youth. The Winners Circle in-
school coordinator coordinates the services and identifies additional
services provided by other agencies that are needed by the youth,
and accesses these services for him or her and their family.

The in-school student support team coordinator is the link to the
community school after-school program. He or she works with the
community school staff to develop an after-school program for that
youth which complements those services delivered during the
school day by the public school staff and external agencies.

Winners' Circle is a broad, aggressive collaboration which recog-
nizes that for some youth and their families only the most ambi-
tious. well-coordinated delivery of' services, provided round-the-
clock, is the answer to school failure and public school dropout.

The Winners' Circle program is in its first year of operation.
Therefore, concrete data on the program is not available. However.
anecdotal evidence provided by classroom teachers testifies to the
effectiveness of the program. Teachers State that student attitude
toward school is better, and that classroom performance has im-
proved.

You may ask: You have described three model programs success-
fully implemented, funded with various resources, effectively corn-
batting the incidence of school failure and dropoutwhy are you
here today, outside of the invitation, or course?

My answer is this: These are three small programs. underfunded
and understaffed, that work because of dedicated staff, resourceful
program administrators. with program participants who are willing
and able to accommodate program limitations because their need is
so great. There are 19 middle schools in Boston, with 11,666 stu-
dents, 952 of whom are at high risk of school dropout because they
are over-age for grade level andfor have been retained one or more
years in-grade due to academic failure or low attendance.

Back to School has 60 seats available annually and Winners'
Circle, 105, A similar picture exists for high-risk high school stu-
dents and school dropouts, lo 19s5, in response to a dropout prob-
lem approximating 50 percent of a graduating class, Mayor Plynn
initiated his alternative education initiative, a $2 million a year
program designed to provide educational opportunities to school
dropouts. Three hundred and thirty seats were created in nonprofit
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agencies, including Boston Community Schools, to develop pro-
grams like Back to School and City Roots. Last year, 1,792 students
in grades 9 to 12 dropped out of the Boston public schools.

I am here today because the need for Back to School, Winners'
Circle, City Roots, and like programs that we have heard about
today far outstrips the availability of said services.

I realize what I am about to propos may sound unreal, especial-
ly in the current climate of "downsizing government" and "no new
taxes". However, the reality of the problems that urban communi-
ties confront in trying to educate their youth and keep them in
school is unprecedented, It may be fashionable to say that enough
money is available to public education to provide quality education-
al opportunities for all, and that new initiatives to battle new prob-
lems should be found by reallocating current resources or finding
volunteers to do the work. These sentiments are unreal.

Local government is strapped for money, and volunteers in no
way can substitute for professional staff trained specifically to
work with troubled youth and their families. The role of the Feder-
al Government can be to provide local government and community-
based agencies with the additional financial resources they need to
fight school failure and dropout.

One last item. This past year, Mayor Flynn filed the Massachu-
setts Family-School Support Program fbr consideration by the Mas-
sachusetts legislature. Unlike some of the other programs de-
scribed, the Family-School Support Program would not wait for
problems to start before providing an extended day or support serv-
ices program that would give youth a safe place to study and play
and would develop school-based family support programs that
would provide one-stop access to a full range of city services for
families, including adult education, job training. family counseling
and prevention health services. A copy of this bill i3 amongst the
backup material.

However, given our State's financial crisis it has little or r.o
chance, but we continue to try to help our younger citiwns

I have also provided for staff. Mr. Littlefield, two backup books
to give you additional information and the Senator additional in-
formation on the programs that we run.

Thank you very much.
(Additional material submitted by Mr. Dolwrty follows:1
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[From the Boston Globe, Sunday, May 5, 1991)

Questions about a killing
The report that one of three teen-agere &nest-

ed in the shooting destia of two other youths last
month was allowed to go free in another ease just
days lakes the Wimp spotlights the substantial
value that could Kane from developing a maim-
hemivo effort to multir Boston's troubled youths.

The dretunstsnees of the release of the youth
allegedly involved in the killings of Korey Grant.
15, and Charles Cowley, II. ate obscure bemuse
the csee was handled behind dosed doors in juve-
nile taut However, unnamed sources told te
Globe's Brian MeGroty that the youth hscl been
muted in an earlier armed rubbery and that both
a soda! worker Sem the Department of Sods1Ser-
vices and a pnebstion Ober reconunended that he
be committed to the Department of Yr -1 Semices
fm. besmendoe.

The judge, Pad L. McGill, quite properly re-
Awed to aimed on the case bemuse it was a
*Sae Mae: He did note, however, that under
state law, high ball. possibly leading to hemmer-
glom could have been set only to ensure the
youth's appearance st subsequent court proceed-
ings. He suggested that state law might be
changed to allow judges more leeway to hold
youths judged a diner to society.

Such a change would open the whole ean of
worm ited with the issue of preventive de-
tention end b not likely to be quickly enacted in
this state.

But that does not preclude other approaches.
Once the Truth was released, what happened? WaS
there any effort by anyone to mach hbn? Was he

6 2

in school or out? If he was out of school. did the
school tell anyone he was absent' Was there any
suggestion that he was talldng with others about
getting revenge against Kira Gm et, who appar-
entiy was the target of the demble elmoting? Or
once the youth walked out of juvenile court, was he
lost" until his arrest in the double murder*

We believe, as we misted at length hot week.
that in a city of Bostoub relatively ansau size, it
would be pebble to monitor the firm of troubled
youths - to set up a system based in Boston's
schools to bring together school and community
school permenal, street werkera soldal-sersires
repmeentatives, hsw anforeement personnel and
othera in a comprehensive effort te Meer such
robs tamed help whan appropriate mid away
from dew and eetnInallty when possible.

Suds a mystem, we lediere, would stitch togeth-
er the setkities of the thosmands of people who are
woridng daily on the complue social issues that un-
derlie the youth viols= in Boston. A model of
how such a pepsin might wm*, known as the
Winnees Circle. exlsta hs city schools. but
it is not in place across the city. For an annual
expenditure of about 36 neon - bra municipal
budget of 0.3 billion - we believe a comprehensive
system could be established and operated.

We have po ides whether it might have worked
In this wields: awe, whose details are not pub-
licly known; and, of course, no such effort uvula he
a panacea. But the youth involved was known to
the system and was believed by some to be a dm.
ger frsst, days before the killings. Someone r.h..4441
and could - have been seeking to engage tun.
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To stem the violence
re' le',* gnal, to hopped- The toPS
bityrt tws bur

ringhr It year li1 Chsrles Corney,
hit.. he ittlyort in front of his house

ogo

%hrie no loss vioient than the nabon's
atT lorgistentsis. is a small eity

14LAWM t, ni ought to be. manageable.
1' la instructor thst Mayor nYnn known It

least one of the tht es youths turreted in the nor.
vAilter this nninth of Charles Gamey and lb-

iAi old Krwey Cesnt
Roston is smith enough that it should be s place

or tioubled youth ts ttobolown, 10111t - cut Of
toileh wail or untouched by the extrusive array of
PCt7iN,L health, taw enforcement and social N4111.
vte.. In feet, eurtinully every youth in the iity does

ScIth ono or another of these agencies.
What ts needed ts s nompretensfee, coordinals
tIM1 to ehromate buresuerstie and turf bound-

An., AA to drao together, In a solid coalition. In
egenctes to monitor the lives of the

ct, treubled youth, to send them for the help,, rwert, to Interim'. when they stand on Ow
rufuce of tieneer

chslio,ge 1.eforr the mayor, the &loot
,w1tre tt est y'l% Whit agencies, the lialneas

uu Well universities is to product the
sod the composer to twtablish the net-

, ,3 norcom.ir engage the eity's troubled
nnd to stem the vsotenre that is roaring

....x.,.r.,shrs.ds of fh,rton
It hss bnpn On WW1 for at leui 25 years that

"the s,4111 trensformation to elisninste
the onditions that nurture the of urban

nee requires a mauhie federal effort A onion
576 !atom on la problematic war in

. /11.10. terAti elettrrt that eirtiht. 1306
.urn cannot simply ',tend back and complete about

A.`1,,,,:ton'o inaction ais the death ton on Its
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Commitment and coordination
A commitment from City Hall and the ichool

system to pond 56 million a yew (the City Hail
and echool bulget weeds $1 biiiion) would pm
side the Mecum% necessary to make the effort It
wrtuld aliow the establithment of youth-services
eocodinator in (veil of the elty's 120 public school
buildinp.

Thst coordinator would be responsible for
bringing together the resunucee of that school, of
the community achools in the neighborhood. of
health agencies, of drug programs, of area housing
projecta. Of youth workers. of the Soften policy
and the school police, of chwehes and of linal so-
cialseervices and recreational agenda, and focus-
ing en the needs of every troubled youth in the
city

The atusoUng that led to the deaths of Charles
Copney and Korey Grant woo the outgrowth of a
fight two weeks earlier Trouble was brewing and
people knew ft - but, apparently, not the tight peo-
Pte. SurelY, if the right information had gotten to
the right people, intervention was possible Al-
though Copney was On innocent and unintended
victim, police believe the storting of Kenn Grant
***Snot rendom

In recent dayt. information about possibly sem
eus violence at Charlutown High rearhut the
School Department in a clmultous but fortuitous
route. Superintendent Joaeph McDonough went to
the school to delUse the situation htmsolf Hs ap
parently was mweessful

Not many weeks before that, ety yauth wnrk.
era, again using informal chenneta, were elite to
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An annuil iiiipropriatfon of IA !ration wo
the rii,,Nokhment of a Winner's Curie

; M es vreir tchool m the city Although moat
f teo money would come from City Hall and the

1)epertieent, the effort might well be opt!,
t,v an twtrtwle. entity, much like the Private

..try Cuunrii, the onion-employer coneorthlrn
-weaves i 1cgc anti job-placement services

achooli In fact the PIC ttight esprd its
nnti her,,rne the entity to operate the Winner's

rayle effort
on effort vinold allow thr hiring of thrall,

iimed sa4.ig committed to the alma; tt would
require A relieort ors arhool personnel who ere
her i^atried for nor enamored of the task.
Area univervities, both public and private,

ni.ght agree to tuition waivers for student' who
saes to work in the prognm for. Icy, four years
opnn graduation This could facilitate the develop-
ment of a pool recruit* to gents at in-school
.,oth-sermcoe coordinator!' and to expand the
; ty's brigade of street workers-

Perauee of the extensive reboot busing in Hos-
%annuli agencies arms the city are likely te,

t.:161. contact with the ARP* youth: a coordinated
f !fiat ultimately moot go beyond the agencies situ-

avniatI any gwen *cheat. A de mitilon appro-
p,-,Iooi would include auffleient fonds for tba es-

:o.orrient of a remputer network that - with clJe
to aAferuarde of orinfldentiality - would

ft,/ the monitonte end tracking of Boston
il IL wvuld .inOw the building of network*

the anaux agencies on a citywide buts It
ocuhi feciiitate the development of trsining
;or s for all participanta

Stitching the efforts together
There was a time when femilles and extended

families - neighbors and shopkeepers, chunhos
and community groups - formed a natural network
to provide counseling end guidance to youths, dl .

reeled then, to opportunity and help arid steered
them away from trouble and violenee,

Out in urban America those Aye sre gone. 'Me
broader sedsla througb the 'Sang of irovvrn'
merit - mud now shoulder these W.

The conunonleense quest to get gons off the
street has to be pureued vigows Then mud be

trestained eduestionel al -W to attaek the culture
of violence that parade' eitY Arleta, se Deborah
Prothrow-igdth and Hamra Spivak argue compel-
114y on the op-ed pigs today. 'The pressure for
sus:shod national attack 0$1 the persistent proo-
kens of poverty and deer. must be unabsteo, the
implicit point In Judge wen W Dolan's powerful
piece on the op-ed page.

In the meantime, every trivet mast be made t:
help youths cope with the world as they find it
Right riew, thouaanda of ham-working pope in

Roston grapple with that twit every day.

But their labors are too fragmented They
must be stitched together trito acoordinated errant
/CV e city the lite of New York or Lna Angedee,

suck a plan might be unthinkable. In Hymen it is
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Mr. 1.ri-rtsriEu). That is very, very helpful and interesting.
Let me ask, as we shape the legislation that we're going to build

on the bill that has already been filed and file additional legisla-
tion, to really shoot for a much bigger program here, we are facing
budget problems here in Washington, and I know you've got terri-
ble problems in my home State of Massachusettsso we've got to
figure out how to ge $2 billion more for Head Stt!_rt, we've got to
get more money for health care, and Senator Kennedy and others
on this committee are working in all these areas. In this area of
coordinated services, which we know is one of the key elements if
we are to reach the education goals, one thought that we've had is
that if we provided fundsit would be limited funds, probably in
the $100 million rangeto States and cities as incentives, we would
provide 'Ne funds to set up the programs but not actually to fund
the services, if you willwe would provide the money to organize
the programs, but not to actually pay for the social workers, pay
for the services. What would that mean in Boston? Would that
mean simply that it wouldn't do you any wad? And that might not
be the case in other States. In other words, we would set up some
minimum standards so we could encourage all the different kinds
of programs that you have talked about and that other programs
have talked about to happen, and it would be money basically just
to enable the administration part to go forward, but not to actual-
lybecause to provide the services would be a whole vast new un-
dertaking, which when we're talking about Head Start and health
care and a whole series of other initiatives. I'm just not sure it is
realistically going to be there. So I want you to know what our
thinking is now and to react to that.

Mr. DOHERTY. My general reactionand I'd need to see how you
would write the legislationI think the last thing that the kids
that I'm talking about and that my department deals withand
these are gang members, urban terrorists in some cas.s, but also
some extraordinarily nice kids who just need a break and need
somebody to work with themthe last thing they need is an addi-
tional level of administrative bureaucracy. What they need is pro-
gram money and somebody working with them on the streets and
in the facilities, whether that by a community school or aor--

Mr. LITTLEFIEI.D. You've got the programs. You have already got
the programs.

Mr. DOHERTY. That's ii;!ht.
Mr. Lirrixrimo. Some places around the country don't even

have the programs. You need to expand the programs.
Mr. DOHERTY. What we need to do is expand the programs.
Mr. Lrrri.Esir.Lo. Some places need to develop the programs: we

have to get the word out about how the kinds of programs you are
talking about can work. I am just trying to speak realistically here
about what may be the limits of our potential at this point.

Mr. DOHERTY. The other bell that went off in my head when you
said that was moneys to the State..

Mr. 1.11TI.EFIELI). Yes---we can work that out.
Mr. DOHERTY. Direct funding to cities and towns.- in my estima-

tion, representing a large cityis the thing that works I think the
last thing we need is like what happened with the child care
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money, where that money went to the State, and the State used it
to replace the money that it was cutting out of its budget.

Mr. Lrmzetzt.n. Well, the money hasn't started flowing yet, but
it is about to.

Mr. DOHERTY. Well, when it does, that is what will happen. And
the problem is the child care advocates within the Commonwealth
most likely will not say anything about that because you either
lose it one place and gain it another place; either way you are
going to come out at the same place, and that is there is going to
be a cut in child care within Massachusetts. But that is a localized
problem in Massachusetts.

Ms. JEHL. Could I respond to that quickly?
Mr. Lrm.ErIELD. Sure, and then I want to get to Mr. Dooley and

to the rest of the panel.
Ms. JEHL. 1 think it is important for the agencies to look at the

money they are already spending and how it is being spent and
what restrictions they have on spending it. There is no doubt that
we need more money. The most important thing to work on in an
integrated system, thoughand that is more than one-stop-shop-
ping, that is more than putting people doing what they are doing
now in the same placeis what are the restrictions on spending
money in a way that will help people.

Our feasibility study showed that more than $5.5 million in bene-
fits and administrative costs are flowing from the department of
social services to families in that one school, half a million dollars
in administrative costs. And it is only when we look at can we
spend those administrative cost moneys differently and provide
somebody to know and listen to the families rather than somebody
just to say you are eligible or you are out, and shape the roles dif-
ferently within the money, I think that the is only way we are
going to make significant changes.

Mr. LITTLEFIELD. Mr. Dooky.
Mr. DOOLEY. Thank you.
I very much appreciate the opportunity to testify today concern-

ing Youth Net, which is an innovative and effective youtii develop-
ment collaboration established by the YMCA and 11 other inner
city. youth-serving agencies in Kansas City, MO.

I am accompanied to my left by David Smith, who is the YMCA's
district executive with the Kansas City YMCA, and also the chair-
man of the Youth Net Council which represents till the 12 youth-
serving agencies, and by one of our Youth Net participants, Steven
Tinsley.

Before discussing Youth Net, I would like to commend the com-
mittee for its interest in legislation to encourage the establishment
of more integrated community-based systems of youth and family
se r v i ces

As the Kansas City YouthNet experience makes clear. effective
collaboration among youth-serving agencies with strong emphasis
on outreach and prevention significantly enhances the effectiveness
of services to high-risk youth.

YouthNet began in 19SS as a Kansas City response to the threat
of drug gangs from Jamaica and Los Angeles. As civic leaders
raised money locally and approached youth service professionals,
they designed programs and, within a short peri9d of time, a corn-
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prehensive program out outreach, prevention and intervention was
on the streets.

This initial program was a pilot program for the summer. Youth-
Net targets youth aged 11 through 16 who are not currently in-
volved with any other youth-serving agency. AmoriF Youth Net par-
ticipants, 98.5 percent are from low-income families, 61.5 percent
are from single-parent families. 61.6 percent have dropped out of
school or cor.sider themselves dropout risks. 19.2 percent have en-

in recent violent behavior, and 10.6 percent are children of
riedtance abusers.

Youth Net's goal is to enable thesathigh-risk youth to avoid sub-
stance abuse and gang involvement and to stay in school. Youth-
Net seeks to accomplish this goal through three principal program
components. They are outreach, counseling and youth development
activities.

As one component, outreach, Youth Net's specially recruited and
trained outreach workers seek out high-risk youth in parks, on
playgrounds and on the streets, and Youth Net outreach workers
are information and service brokers, role models and friends. They
work with school counselors, teachers and parents to ensure that
Youth Net participants get the services and support they need.

The other component, counseling, Youth Net's full-time profes-
sional counselors are available to work with all Youth Net partici-
pants and their families to improve behaviors, resolve conflicts,
treat emotional problems, and improve development of self-esteem.

YJuthNet counselors, like outreach workers, are mobile, treating
youth at the various agencies, in scl. vls, in homes, and also on the
streets.

The last component, youth development activities. Youth Net
agencies offer a wide range of positive development activities for
high-risk youth, cultural arts like drama, dance, visual arts, music,
development, self-expression and creativity are a few; sports, in-
cluding volleyball, basketball, track and field promote fitness and
team work, and special events like field trim sporting events and
cultural events and social activities expand the youthful horizons
to stimulate a sense of belonging to a community.

Through these programs, Youth Net in 1990 served nearly 8,000
young pple. In all these programs, Youth Net staff work closely
with school counselors and other staff of the schools.

The strong and growing zommunity support for Youth Net is evi-
denced by the growth in Youth Ners budget from $221,000 in 1988
to $715,000 in 1991. This $715,000 budget fund represents new re-
sources mobilized by Youth Net. not a reallocation of Youth Net
agency's pre-existing budgets, which is a key and important factor.

Youth Net's support comes from a large and diverse group of area
businesses and foundations; Kansas City is a great community and
a fgreat place to have those kinds of resources.

While Youth Net is still "work in progress". based on 3 years ex-
perience with YouthNet, several lessons emerge on how to better
serve high-risk youth.

First, the collaboration can yield major gains through integration
of effort, sharing of facilities and expertise, training and adminis-
trative costs, and joint fundraising. However, successful collabora-
tion takes commitment, time, careful planning and resources.

f;
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Second, in serving high-risk populations who almost by definition
are disconnected from traditional service systems, it is indispensa-
ble to have aggressive outreach, specially trained staff who can es-
tablish long-term relationships with and broker services for youth
and their families.

And finally, effective integrating of prevention and intervention
services is essential to the serving of high-risk youth.

To learn st:11 more of our experience, Youth Net has undertaken
a rigorous funding evaluation report from OSAP. The definite re-
sults are not yet available. However, the verdict from the commu-
nity has come already, and Kansas City councilwoman Joanne Col-
lins says that Youth Net has calmed the streets. Assistant U.S. At-
torney Robert Larson says Youth Net is the single most effective
reason that Kansas City is not overrun with street gangs. And For-
tune magazine writes: "Find and fund programs like Kansas City's
Youth Net."

These tributes to Youth Net are heartening indeed to those of us
who have worked to create this initiative, but not nearly as heart-
ening as many of the stories like the one you'll hear about from
our guest. Two years ago at age 11, Steve Tinsley was headed for
trouble.

Mr. Lrrri.xFixi.n. Mr. Dooley. I'd like to make sure the Senator
hears Steven. so what we might do is have you finish up what
you've got to say, and then we'll go to Ms. Ekins, and we'll save
Mr. Tinsley and Ms. Collins. and you can introduce Steven at that
point.

Mr. DOOLEY. OK. The key component that makes Youth Net work
is that the community responded, responded quickly. Agencies that
have the same concerns and are mission-driven to serve people re-
sponded, and even though the work of collaboration is still in its
growing stage and working with people, the agencies develop that
initiative themselves and in fact the community continues to re-
spond to those needs.

Thank you.
1The prepared statement of Mr. Dooley follows:l

f;S
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Kr. Chairman my name is Sens Dooley, and an President of
the Kansas City getropolitan TKCA. I very much appreciate the
opportunity to testify csmcarning YouthMet, an innovative and
effective youth development collaboration established by the Kansas
City INCA and the 11 other youth -eerving agencies of the !Muth
Development Council of Kansas City, Missouri. I am accompanied
today by David Smith, Distriatfaxecutive with the °anise City YMCA
and chairman of the Youthliat Youto Program Council, end by Steven
Tinsley, a Youthest participant.

Before discussing YouthMet, I would like to command the
Committee for its interest in dev.loping federal policies to
Ponoourage the establishment of more integrated, community-based
systems of youth and featly services. As the Kansas City YouthNet
experience makes clear, effective collaboration among youth -service
agencies, with a strong emphasis on outreach and prevention, can
significantly enhance the effectiveness of services to high-risk
youth.

YouthNet began in 1999 as the response of Kansas City's civic
leadership and youth-service agencies to the threat of drug gangs
from Los Angeles and Jamaica. The Crips and Bloods from Los
Angeles, and the Posses from Janata*, arrived with guns, cocaine
and cash. Civic leaders, law enforcement officials, and youth-
service professionals agreed that new structures were needed to
save the area's youth from the downward spiral of drugs, gangs, and
violence. As civic leaders raised :Amoy, youth-service
professionals designed programs, and, within a matter of weeks, a
comprehensive program of prevention and treatment was on the
streets.

Since 1989 Youtheet has served sons 7,500 youth through its
outreach, counseling, and youth development activities. While
definItive results are not yet availabl from fouthNet's rigorous
evaluation program, the verdict from the Kansas City comsunity is
already in. A new and subetantial population of inner-city youth
is thinking of itself as °Youth/hot Kidsm; young people are making
their primary affiliation with an agency and a program rather than
with a gang or drug house. Acclais for Youtheet has come fro" many
directions:

6 9
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* From Kansas City Councilwoman Joanne Collins: *YoutbNet has

calmed the streatse;

* Fran Assistan'. U.S. Attormy Robert Larsen: *YouthNot is the

single moot waectim reason thst Kansas City isnot overrun

with okreat gangs*: and

* From Frt1W9 magazine, which recommonded, Find and fund

programs ilk. Kansas City's YouthNet, tbat offsr ghetto

youth reasonable alternatives to street life.*

Us-111101111-211KUARUM

The Youth Program Council of nansas City, Missouri, a

collaboration of 12 youth-service agencies in Kansas City's inner

city and the Jackson County Juvenile Court, coordinates YouthNot.

The membar agenciee of ths Youth Program Council ores

Boys and Girls Clubs
George Wanhington Carver

Neighborhood Cantor
Clymer Neighborhood °enter
Della C. Lamb Neighborhood

House
Don Bosco Community Canter
Jackson County Juvanile Court

Mattis 'bodes Counseling and
Art Cantor

Niles Nome for Children
Northeast Youth Committee
Whatsoaver Community Center
Linwood-Downtown YNCA
Guadalupe Center
Minute Circl Friendly Nouse

Funding coordination and fundraising assistance are provided by the

Greater Kansas city Community Foundation and Affiliated Truats.

ILL-12=111111LianiciLltatillUt
On March 12, 1990, the Youth Program Council adopted the

following *Ionian statement for the Council and YouthNet:

Wbe Youth Program Council of Kansas City, Missouri is a

voluntary association coaposed of Masoutive DireMPre of

not-for-profit facility-based youth-Gerviae agencies in

Kansas City, Missouri, whose propose is to provida
comrehansive, collaborativa, and coordinative community
programming for youth st-risk of substance abuse, gang

invclvemont, educational dsoline, or ovine. Such

proiramming shall be developmentally appropriate and
empLasise prevention, origin intervention, and outreach

eszvices.

lbe Youth Program acumen shall assert a collaborative
idLzty in order to dvocate in public and private

forums for szpanded youth sarvices and opportunities, for
training and carser development opportunities for youth-

2
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service professionals, and tor the sharing of resources among
youth-service organizations.

The Youth Program Council believes that youth have
fundamental rights to have their strengths recognized,
their diversity respected, and their talents developed
and utilized.

VII

Its YouthMet service area encompasses approximately 30 square
miles of Maness City, Missouri, from State Line to 1-435, and from
the Missouri River to 63rd Street. Ihe area is home to
approximately 200,000 residents. All of the Kansas City Mousing
Authority's public housing developments are located within the
service area, and the entire service Ores is within the Kansas
city, Missouri School District, which has a dropout rate of 55
percent. As in meet urban areas, premature parenthood, violence,
poverty, underachievement, disadvantage, and crime are endemic.

YouthNstos target population is youth not currently involved
with any agency. Data on YouthNet participants provide the
following profile:

Age 11-16 (mean age 13.2 years)
* 99.5 percent are low income
65.1 percent are from single parent families

* 61.6 percent have dropped out of school or consider
themselves dropout risks

* 25.1 percent reported alcohol use in the last 30 days
* 19.2 percent had engaged ir recent violent behavior
* 17.2 percent are from dysfunctional families
* 10.6 percent are children of eubstance abusers

69.5 percent ars African-American
* 11.7 percent are Caucasian
* 10 percent are Hispanic
6.2 percent are Native American

* 56 percent are male
* 44 percent are female

YA12211121016.2E29X11111

The 22 youth -
serving agencies that joined to form the Youth Program Council in
1988 had service histories ranging from 15 to over 100 years.
Collectively, they provided a broad range of youth development and
counseling services. However, fused with the threat of a growing
gang and drug culture, the agencies recognized the need for a
fwidasantally new approach, emphasizing outreach, prevention, and
collaboration. These principle, have defined the principal

3
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progrommatic components of the YouthNet initiative -- Outreach,
counselling, Youth Developsent Activities, and Role Modal Programs.

1._/Diaustjatriash_nguiaaL Aggressive outreach is
central feature of TouthMet. This outreach emphasis reflects the
fact that those young people most in need of help are often those
least likely to connect on their own with available services.
Accordingly, specially recruited and trained Outreach Workers seek
out high-risk youth in the parks, on the playgrounds, on the
streets -- wherever, and whenever, they cengregate. Outreach
Workers are information and service brokers, role models, and
friends to problem-behavior prone youth. In 1990, YouthNet
Outreach Workers worked with over 2,700 youth. The Outreach
Workers are involved in three distinct program fields -- Middle
School Case Management, Transitional Support Program coordination,

and Summar Outreach.

ihniugswasc_±vgaLsalumaganatirgazAa is an intervention
program designed to ameliorate the problem behaviors which ars
indicators or precursors of substance abuse. During the school
year, middle school counselors and administrators identify youth in
need of services and refer them to Outreach Workers, who serve as
neighborhood-based resource brokers. A service plan is designed
and implemented, often in cvncert with school officials, families,
and others. Outreach Workers maintain contact with the youth to
monitor the effectiveness of services and to adjust the service
plan when necessary.

iha_trAn2itiatiaijignimt_pragrza is a neighborhood center-
based prevention program for youth who are at-risk of substance
abuse, but who have not necessarily been identified as problem-
behavior prone. Outreach Workers recruit neighborhood youth who
are entering sixth grade and work with them in YouthNet Clubs for
the entire school year as the students make the difficult
transition from elementary to middle school. YouthWt Club
activities include substance abuse education, cultural =deporting
events, field tripe, and socialisation activities.

Bummer CmtreaCh is a street-based combination of intervention
and prevention efforts. Outreach Workers maintain an active and
visible presence in parks, =playgrounds, on the streets, wherever
youth congregate. They provide information, broker services and
encourage youth to bacons involved in neighborhood center
activities as an alternative to hanging out.

The come= link among these three components is tho
intentional development of relationships among Outreach Workers and
high-risk youth. Outreach Workers serve variously as role models,
advisors, confidants, and motivators for youth whose needs for such
have not been met. Increbsingly, youth relate that they are
staying away fromdruge and alcohol and acaying out of trouble with

4
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the law because of their relationahips vitt Outreach Workers and
other neighborhood center staff.

gLintimajleguainsLit2graili. As high-:isk youth are
brought into the orbit of YouthNet centers, staff often identify

the need for mental health counseling. Among the Youth Program
Council agencies are three professional counseling programs --
Mettle Rhodes Counseling and Arts Center, Miles Nome for Children,

and Northeast Family Center. These programs serve, respectively,
Westside, Central City, and Eastside youth. Last year, they
provided counseling services to over 600 youth.

During the school year, YouthNet Counselors sale young people
on-site at Kansas City, Missouri School District middle schools as
well as at the various neighborhood agencies. A particularly
effective approach to the issues of youth prone to problem behavior
has bean the formation of school-based discussion groups of 10 to

12 participants. These groups, jointly facilitated by a YouthNet
Counselor and a YouthNet Outreach Worker, address self-esteem,
problem solving, decision-making, anger/impulse control, and other

concerns.

Summer counseling, like summer outreach, is street-based.
Counselors, often accompanied by Outreach Workers, are apt to work
with young people in the parks and an the playgrounda. IV:portant
!souse have been addressed by youth and counselors in sessions
convened on city sidewalks. All YouthNet Counselors have masters
degrees mind function under licensed superlision through their
agencies,.

D. Youthmet Youth Deeement _AA/mitten. Through YouthNet,
the Youth Program Council agencies havs also expanded the range of
positive youth devolopment oativities available to highrisk youth.
Thee. programs complement outreach efforts by providing a vehicle
for involvement of youth with positive role models es well as
participation in positive developmental programs. Last year, over
750 young people participated in YouthNet cultural arts programs --
drama, dance, visual arts, music -- which develop self-expression
and creativity. Over 2,250 young people participated in YouthNet
sports programs -- volleyball, basketball, track and field-- which
promote fitness and teasvork. hundreds of youth also participated
in YouthNet special events -- field trips, sporting and cultural
events and social activities -- designed to expand youthful
horisons and stimulate a vanes of belonging.

YouthNet youth development activities take place year-roumf at
the r4ne YouthNet outreach agencies. Programs and events are
scheduled after-school, evenings, and weekends to provid maximum
opportunity for involvement. In addition, programs serving over
2,500 youth annually are offered after-school at four middle
schools.

5
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la_lestigta_8212_litaii_RxagziaiL The Area Role Models for
Youth (A.R.E.Y.) program, which began in 1990 with a nucleus of
active and retired professional athletes, has bean &upended to
include more than 60 role models who represent a wide spectrum of
vocations. Role models meet regularly with groups of youth at
YouthNet centers toprovide information, encouragement, and program
support. In response to rmmommendations of middle school
officials, efforts during 1991-92 will focus on the development of
intensive, one-to-ono role model programs.

-1` ;.,q . -t IC" . 41. -1

Oreanisational Struature. As noted above, the YouthNet
initiative is directed by the Youth Program Council of Kansas City,
Missouri, a voluntary association, of Executive Director* and senior
program staff fres 22 inner-city youth-service agencies (ses page
2 for list of agencies). Bylaws adopted by the Council in March of
1990 are attached as Appendix A. The Council is chaired by David
Smith, District Executive with the YMCA of Metropolitan Kansas
City, and meets monthly to oversee YouthNet activities.

D. Stag Structure. kg YouthNat adzinistrative and supervisory
responsibilities have escalated, the Youth Program Council has
created an administrative support unit. An Outreach Coordinator,
Deborah Craig, was hired in October, 1989; an Administrator, Rick
Nalsick, was hired in July 1990, and an Activities Coordinator,
Larry Barnes, was hired in December 1990. The Outreach Coordinator
and Activities Coordinator are supervised by the Administrator, who
in turn reports to the Youth Program Council.

In addition to these administrative staff, YouthNet also funds
nine full-time outreach positions (one for each of the YouthNet
outreach agencies), and three full-time counseling positions (one
for each of the YouthNet couneeling agencies). A YouthNet Staff
Chart is attached as Appendix B.

ikjaggszigaig_tulinjitimajaim The Youth Program Council
has evolved a cluster concept to integrate prevention and
intervention services throughout the YouthNet service area. Under
the cluster concept, the 22 YouthNet agencies ars grouped
geographically into three clusters, of four agencies each. Each
cluster consists of three agencies with designated outreach
responsibilities and one mental health nervier provider. The
mental health professionals provide services from their offices,
on-site at other YouthNet agencies within their clusters, and in
other community settings, including the schools and homes of
YouthNet participants. In addition to the integration of
prevention and intervention, the cluster design facilitates
planning for such activities as cultural arts performances and
exhibits, athletic competitions, and special events.

6
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ni,,:mittant_naininsukaulituin
During the past year, YouthNet staff as well as middle school

counselors and representatives of other community groups have been
trained es trainers in the 00,11110ping Capable People program.
During the 1992-92 fiscal year, Outreach Workers will be involved
in the delivery of this training (which can be offered at very low
cost) to cosaunity groups, parents, andlyouth-service workers. The
advantages of this *cross-training° go beyond the disessination of
specific information regarding youth developaent: the training also
provides a common Language for the discussion of youth issues aeons,
a wide variety of youth-service professionals, educators,
advocatrs, parents, and community residents.

11/1.2_3AiltadiALMLLISAUSLitffilla
The Youth Program Councal has given high priority to a

rigorous effort to evaluate the effectiveness of Youtheet programs.
FUnding from the Office of Substance Abuse Prevention'. (OSAP)
Community Youth Activities Program, is imp:porting a comprehensive
evaluation being carried out under the direction of Dr. Wayne Lucas
of the University of Missouri at Kansas City's Administration of
Justice Department. The evaluation design, completed in 1990,
includes interviews and questionnaires completed by outreach and
activities program participants and staff. Information from staff
will be used to assess program proses's,. Information collected
from youth during the first year will serve as baseline data
regarding drug use, knowledge and attitudes, social responsibility
(e.g., punctuality, respect for property), civic responsibility,
anger control, use of leisure time, peer relations, self-esteem,
absenteeism, and dropout anticipation. Collection of baseline data
took place through the summer and feller 2990 with ongoing follow-
up. The evaluation design and timetable for YouthNet are among the
most advanced of OSAP's 31 state projects.

While the results of this formal evaluation are not yet
available, other, leas formal, feedback supports the positive
invent of YouthAst progress. Per example, in January of this year,
the principal at one of the middle schools served by Youtbnet
contacted YouthNet staff to report a significant decrease in
disciplinary problems and truancy among &groups! students:du:had
begun to participate in YouthNet activities last September. Agency
staff report many similar experiences with other YouthNet
participants.

and

Dcoenditures. The YouthNet budget has grown from $221,000 in
198e to $715000 for 2991. The YouthNet budget breaks down by
function as follows:

7
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outreach (includine 9 outreach workers)
ALtivities -- athletics and cultural arts
Counseling (including 3 counselors)
/fiddle school activities programs

$282,425
$225,940
$131,560
$ 75,075

It is important to note that this $715,000 budget represents
new resources uobiliaad hy youthest -- not a reallocation of Youth

:IMATCouncil agencies' pre-existing budgets. Thus, the Youtheet
ies refloated in this budget constitute a net increase in

services available to youth and families in the YouthNet service
area. YouthNst's 1990-91 budget is attached as Appendix C.

In addition to the financial resources described above, the
Kansas City, Kissouri School District provides significant in-kind
support in the form of facilities usage and staff time. YouthNet
agencies also provide generous in-kind contributions in the form of
staff, facilities, equipment, end board expertise.

Einancilajampstrti. One of the most important benefits of
Youtheet is that it provides a single focal point for mobilizine
community resources to support inner city youth development. The
YouthNet initiative has significantly increased public awareness of
the magnitude of Kansas City's youth developsent needs, and, at the
same time, greatly simplified the donor's decision-making promos.
Rather than having to choose among 12 separete agencies, donors can
now support a single, integrated service delivery system. The
attract venoms of the Youtheet concept to funders is evidenced by
the large and diverse group of local foundations and businesses
that supported YouthNet in 1990 (see Appendix D).

The systes of funding coordination developed by YouthNet in
collaboration with the Community Foundation has been critical to
attracting this broad-based support. The Youth Progras Council
functions as a single entity for budgeting and accountability, and
yft. !**! -01 member agencies to retain the autonomy and character
necessary for effectiveness at the neighborhood level. without
this coordination, it would have been extremely difficult for any
given funder to allocate and monitor funds to even the most
exemplary of programs taking place simultaneously through 12
separate organization*.

To develop still broader financial support for Youthest, the
Youth Program COuncil has recently established a cossunity eupport
committee call Friends of Youth. Coaposed of board member* of
Youth Program Council agencies and other community leaders, the
Friends of Youth will function in the areas of public relations,
community relations, fundraising, and grant compliance.

8
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The Youth Program Council has adopted the following Youthliet
goals and objective* for 1991-92s

Gael 1: To orevent_substance abuse and crimuLamong Innmr city
1, ,;, t *1

* Involve 2,000 youth in activities at schools
neighborhood centers during the school year.
Involve 3,000 youth in activities programs at
neighborhood centers during the summer.
Sponsor the YouthNet Olympics in July, 1990 for 300
youth.

and

, -.14 +s

in_or_ef.zriek_of_auktetangs_sktualuin
gbiectives

Involve 250 youth in YouthNet counseling during the
school year.
Involve 450 youth in YouthNet counseling during the
summer.
Involve 775 family members in Youtheet family outreach
efforts.

% 1
neiahborhoad-baeed

gbiectives
* Broker services for 250 youth referred by the Kansas
City, Missouri School District.

* Recruit 2,500 uninvolved, isolated youth through summer
outreach.

Goal 4: Train and assiun volunteers to merk as_rolla moeels or
MOBtersiLAer_Yak AA_Sir_AILIErLaning_01201.9.112Rit_taliingraLL

Qbiectivee
* Train SO role model volunteers; involve 750 youth.
Train 42 Developing Capable People trainers.

* Provide 42 training sessions with 420 people
participating.

youthNet is very !such *work in progress*. However, based on
the first three years of operational experience, several lessons
emerge related to increasing the effectiveness of services to high-
risk youth.

9
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adainiatratixtuslatagantiisdatLungraininsLAttgrta&

faaa""laniiia"Diarn
jagressive outreach_ bv eneciallv teained_a_UMUL_Whh_Calm
amtablish long-term relati with. and broker service

traditional eery co systems.

=01 I t, prevent ty erven

ilLAtnaantIALAn-stemiml-higiraisk-laiata..
Rickldalsick, Youth Program CouncillUtainistrator, examines in

greater depth these sndl other lessons of the YouthNet experience in
his recent paper entitled, Youth/let: Wward an Infrastructure of
Youth Services," a copy of which is attached as Appendix E.

10
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MTH MOM; COMM
*LIM
Mind Myth 120090

APPENDIX A

The Youdt Protesm Como. CrPC) is a yokuttery amoolation composed
of Exsoulive Directors of noMor.pmii. feciStrSloif YoulhlotYk.
SON*. In Woo flty, MIssouri.

tragawacesmc. la a trceintary association composed of
emotteve Okuda* of not-foromil, IsorbaNd youth-58Mo. ageasies
Ksmis Oft tfilliewit Wen MON is to plaids OomprehenINID.
COltabcialves and coordnative commily programming fcr youth at risk
of substerme abuse, gang intrimment, sthicadenef dull* or alma

progromming will to dOvNoPintaltkly aPPraPffsle end wIlPlogito
soonanikA orfatignismnfon and ouhmorreargoes.

The Yaith Program Mune shal sue a colaborsto Idimtity in order
to about. In pub.* and private towns for wended youth mina
and opportunities, for taking tad weir dsvolopmeM nfificItfolif* fOr
youthserifoo professionals, and for the sharing of meow= among
youthseMse organiastions.

The Youth Program Como' bellow that youth have fundamentsf fights
to hinO tJisfr etronoths mcogrizsd, thsir diversity respcotad and their
Wards *Wooed and utiksd.

IL hallakilE
A. Chyme MentberaNces
Chortar Mambos ore lifelints membera and lack of participation will
not nscsaserky be grounds fcg dismissal from the WC.

Charter Membership la granted to the following argent:88pm
- Boys sad Cdrta Club.4 of &saw Kansas Clty

aymer Center
- Oda C. Lamb Neighborhood House
- Do Basco Commumty CoMsr
- Georg. INasidmpon Cow Neighborhood Colder

Ckmdslupe Colter
- Mattis Rhodos Counseng and Ad Corder
- Minute Ciro* Ramify Hausa
- Nibs Home for Chikkin
- Northeast Youth Committex

trAtstsoever Community Center
- Young Men'. Clvistian Association - Linwood Branch

B. Omura, Morriberehip
*mat Msmbirshlp shall be open to any not-fcrorofit. factity-
based, youthisnActi away whom misston is compatible Ith that
of the Youth Proyam Council. Agenda dosiring ktembaraNp shell
provida to the Executive Com:Mtge published mason* explaining
the agency. mission. goals and methods. Dotermination of
carnaadandy and anal liloOrOval of mombershIp shin be tho
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MN PROGRAM COUNCIL
IPAstee
Meg

reeponetbdIty of the Besoutive Comm Mee Member ortoy
Informstion shad be kept on Me and evadable for whim by
Member Pomba.

O. Mao Us.1isJp
NoirfoniMil *owes %%Nob re MOW* for Oereral Membeehip,
&IN nfollmaYbadad allfmnise rodWoul oromihrione eduosamed
IMMO* rug be kneed to fain se Paste Members In the Vara
Program Coma MOW Members shed bate rfohts of
deetrefon end OW be permitted to am exollolo on PlY Ind gg
TM* carom

MIMS Member @vendee mey be SSW M Worldi daff +Adler
Moms, to the %Mb Rooms Camel for ssebtenoe amp Mal
to WC roads emerdee.

Mete Member* Shad not hoe mem Vie %fifth mord io Youth

D.

Norm Cooed business.

Idomberedp BMW
Member eginekte that miss mom then OM C) oonseoutIve,
relpdsrly scheduled YPC buena' romethtga may be placed In
Inseam MMus by vote of the Emmen Committee. Innen
nembere may return to mem status by way of psalm to the
Visa

Active membrehip Ii predloated upon peraolpation In Youth
Prowl Council defamations and porky fonnetkim, snd not on
prlialpedon in en VPC prowsm wane

flLG
Valleg Vitt shad appsnaln to me Executive Director, re Itenter
Cieskinals. of Cheer Member or General Merobor Wind* b acMe
statue of the Youth Program Coma

My meoludon, or proposed emendment le thus By Lowe ot moot
ter MAI* en WheN of the Youth Protium Camel shed be submitted In
wafting to ef member poem:in v Mut tan (10) deo odor *wino at a
wiry scheduled business nesting.

Pl. =CNN
°Women shall preside at ms ans*. appoint heeds of committees, eat
merino agendas end act se othdel epokesperson end represented+, of
the Youth Program Comma. Term of aloe shed be one year r unta
the nett deoton.

wie Chairperson shell perform the dudes ef the Chairperson In her/hts
*Wow* and other assfonments es dwelled by the Ctiskporeon. Term
of atdoe shell be one roar or until the next election.

1ST COPY OWE
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YOUDI MOWS COMM
ay Woe
POPS

130wellny1ftsaumr slid mord and distribute nimbi of VC mssenos,
kesp attandano. moods and frarabirsbip mom send nog% Mirk
and malnben ormaniint documents, Illso and reoords Om .
Tom of ogee she be far ono ley of Lina tee eke *gem

No Woo WS ser4 more thidtwo eonssoulve Ws In any single
sits.

Y. IMMO
lts Youth Pr mem Come she hold mord* buffalo meetings.
Wert MIN of arch mob. Ad be sent to the asslessiee)
roprosentelvss of member arida at Wel len (10) days In whence ot
dm nese% dale. Addonal millerlaa may be abed by tee lentonete
Comiraitso

An Annual Weeny and Melon of Mors thal hdd AO of each
Yee%

Motto shoe bo conducted omen; to Flobstfeada ofOiSrurdosa
~dm stipulated.

lit MOMS
Execullue Camels* shad be ampowarid to conduct Youth Progritth

Coed business fn Wham scheduled mains. The Damen.
CommIttas she consist of Os Mckinnon, We 011akbersorl, Seem
Wry/Thews, and Chairperson, of Sanding Committni.

lbore she De Woe (S) swam Comnieese of so volt mow,
Coo*

tiodelfirsomess/O. ming *mews

Preersienirsomod Comfiest*

hdooacy/fhrbio Ridden Oammelme

The Obasparsone *eh Commies. stell be 11,01100 by the Yea
Chtforson tor s one yaw Wm, not to snood two consecutho Isms
The Commies. Csporeon shal bo moonstblelor diadem of
comnthats moeng cdwr commtdss oteaspondsnos.

A Nominating and By taws Conant* OW be appointed In February of
each year to drn4op agate of ofloara to be Pretelese and Yoele Oen
at es Annual WON! M AWL The Nowirdens and By Wm Ocnonlese
shoe review and recommend any mammy &wpm Mew form of
amendments, to the fly Laws, shoe be promnisd at the Mural
Moseng.

1Pariormance of ms Wass of the escrsiwy/Trusurar
may bo dalegined stalf or member agency: eceemetiosty moths with
the fiarrary/Trassumr.

s
46-263 - 91 - 4
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YOUTH P030100 COMM
Wants
POP 4

Ohw comnetus 001 hs sppointsd ss nsosssory byths Chaim:on or
by V* toles tThalrosesonsolna Ice ths Chokowson.

AlragosstsialliaMigaMr Pasha Ist 00010 tootling to 'soh WC
Ehavdss or iltsstrils Most Ion (10) days In same of ths next
business main In atisr isr IMO se* Woad swab sh0
Moors** WM of support tont smoke pargatp000 th Matadi*

Aasnoiso Wino not lo mitolpsts in ay Van WC porta vanign
Ovid prattle 000 notes of such Milton to this esastold
llusuror.

VIS NM=
Thiss Bytom mey ho ~did by a twolhhts Iv% 0 month,
sonaiss prised 0 any NO* sohs100 businsor massne
Protteno thin ths proposal smondmengs) hod boo mase to MAI*,
blionsiss 0 isso Isn (10) pnorb the msdno st 0011 the
ProPoNd Smoldered sea heCOnsidsred
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YOUTH ENRICHMENT FUND

Statement of Won* and Expenditures
February 1, 1900 to May 91. 1991

APPEND! X C

ACTUAL OMAR. TOTAL
1/31/91 2/1191 to Through

5/31/91 5/31/01
Ingo= . 2/1190 to 1131/91

Contributfons 120,280 641,230
Ash4100$1194 Terinta-KC, KS 11,964 25,000

an 000,Ash.Btilert Tennis...KC, MO 60 0 50,000
Mb benefit game 165,220 0 165,220
Net bwastrnant Income .-§1&..- ---2. 8.544

Total blooms Ituough 1131/91 _NLELT 131,244 000.994

Program expenditures 2/1/90 to 1/91/01
Dow end 011e Clubs of Weldor KC 44,305 19.510 63.625
OWN N4I9hborhooft Center '30,304 2,694 38.995
Omer Center 4,621 40.580
ogle C. Lima Neoborhood Comer :1,7440 3,518 39,998
Dan Bosco Communfty Center 51,185 6,724 65,009

Youthtlet Administration 65,132 7,472 72.704
Youtfittel Tralning 15.000 5000 20,000
YouthNit Evaluation 0 36,000 35.000

Quatalupe Center 54,271 8.690 62.901
Mania Rhodes Counseling Center 43,159 1.092 44,251
Minute artar Friendly Mouse 35,470 3,528 38.099

31.944Nibs Home tor Children 338 32.292
Nailheast OW Center 39,179 4,023 43,202
Whatsoever Community Center 34.388 4.632 39,999
YMCA.LinwoodfDowntown 19,899 79,640
Misaidianeous

69,744
40 o 49

Arthur AShe ACtivity 1,355 0 1.385
Astie-Bolfellieri TennisKC. KS 70,336 21,484 100,000
Asho-Bolititleri Tenrils-ICC, MO 50,000 0 50,000
Bute of MO - OSAP Gram 0 75,000 75,000
Chiefs benefit game 24,840 0 24,840
Program related expenses _Augg_ _.1,222_ 23.450

Tool xpenditures through 1131/91 753,656 241,360 995.018

NM revenues ovor oxponchtlAhos 5,002
Pim 211190 beginning fund balance 130.512,

1111191 fund balance $130,004
pair eddigenat ottrottOhrtonts through 613t191 132,1'44
tem refesinIng projected expenditures

through SAW (041.390)
Proisdt fund balance as of SIttifil =MEL

1990 YouthNet Itopart

4
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159041 YouthNet Contributors

Black I Vesta
Croesitaus Shield

Sums I *Donna Foundation
Suffer Mout= Foundation
Cap Id MS
Ma Bend! Owns
Codenensliancskera Foundstbn
Mb Coma Of &NW Kansas Cay
JAL Own Constsucdon Company
WOWS N. Duna. S.
Ens; loyers Seamus Gotio.
Fenn isnd Industries
Fangs Fontana Foundation

risdalr.=1.1nB.
Grolier Kam city commuoy'Famesson

=0,414.. rittioti ZufFlitaRue Thud

Warp S.Itear Donor Advincry Fund
Mord A. and Saft K. Stank Phaanattoplo Fund
Eduard F. &atm Trust

Guts %Wm Broome. inc.
NM Mock Foundation
HSI Roby Foundations
ISM
Kansas City POW & LM GO.
Kenos C Star Co.
Mites it
KPMG Pam
RA two Foundation
Jouph i. Mai*
Meat Marna Cow
the MOW Fund
Menton Bonk Chantabie Thad
Jack isbrtionsolat obinson Foundadon
Oppenstaki Brothers Foundation
Porter Roofing Company. Mo.
Powell Ramey Founds**
SeslawSFOundalite
Soulltwasfam Bel Tolapkone Co, Foundation
Sista of Mum% Daprtment of Mental Health
Leber T. Sunderland FouWation
Strilisdand iambus Company
Tendon Embus Foundation
U.S. Mfabeedng Company
!MO TNIOXIWWWWWIts Foundatbn
Rabid Ct. Wads
Wedeln Awe
natch a.
Maw E. VitZtlernay Foundation

YouthNot Ripon

S5
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APPENDIX E

YOUO# PlIOGRAV 01X/PAIL
Youlast Toward en frikestwOure of YOUO1 SIMON
Min Val

loolorld
Flak MO&
Wu* Frown Coma Admkstor
3120rfatme
WOO CIA Id0 WOO
OHO 11111.721I

ealliakifldee
The ION. is Ulm loVro0111 Oa) *Why of Ide and increetng the potential fa' troduoth%

responebto desenship kw youth et Ask of substance Moak kyrotolimorit. Omit edisCanotif

underachievement. A goes of Ns popuiston weld hatkide KO futons 111 PPM% single peront

ton% ilobalotio obiolo bY Iiitrome, siblings or pears, tow eelf esteem, Wok of sucoesekd role models

ond pesalnewn rogwding the Mx&

In ceder to twin* the Ste altuadons of such youth, propme nwst be dosigned wNsh re

eletelopmentedy approwlsts, accessible and Iddrees Moto** which put youth et deft of problem

behsvlors. Such risk tutors msy be community-based (oconorric and motet deprtadon, community

ellsorganlaidon, norms Womble to substanoo *buss), finety-basod (thofuncek/o. lotiorwistootor

otowalve disolpins, subagent* abuse) co kidIvidusPbased gnllI,Si%a.10 soh* acottenio failure,

elleogoon, tick oi medal bonding).

An ellsothe smooch to posIthe youth developmsnt nil Include stalsgWe to realm or tarots

known nalt factor& 'Owing le Important intervention Into renblem Wanton, should bowl% beim

behswore haw a ohms to static.. Simihrty, Intwondons muet be taloned to moot Ow needs of

Indhidusl pun, people or peer Waists. Pr1fdees must admovdedge the %int effmnoss among

you* es well se Me diffwerwea within an individual at vertous dewropmental Ones,

MILIfillteadaMAIIIIMISUOMnif
n ImOOsoOdo to assess Ow neods of pooh young person who rnsy enter e eerNoe systwn
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VOUM PAWPAW COUP=
Void Web %ward en intafristure of Youth Sanfoes
Pali 2

SS a preiude to propern deer. Ono praetor WIC many youth unto proviiiMrs halm run of

exprienoe in prodding approprtato miles. and In so doing haw engagad populations of youth who

Pm* bitirmation es to the ramping needs of youth. TM le Important them are sfavoluree In

OM which LI provtding Whine which meet the needs of hip 11114 Maim* Youth. OrSonbilicsno

such as the YMCA, Boys and ads CLubsarri nwny indeperWs$ neighborhood Gemara and sent*

orgarisedons. In so doing thoy ere able, trough the ongobv Intsracton of young people end Ms%

to stay whim as to the program mods of ),cipth at the group loll and at the indMdual kiwi se

wuL

hi Krises City, Missouri suoh agencies have organized to meet the needs of isaistsd, hfghøsk

innrvity youth. 'The Youth Program Council of Kansas City. Missotal is a voluntwy association of

lizscultve Motors and ardor program staff tom *she (12) innsrtity youth-wire agencies and

tha Marie Court. This intentional collaboration drop torn 1229, when a aeries of Meetings

barmen olvio leaders and youth-mice prolusion* brought forth Youthret, a program of

primmtion, intmeneon and outowsh far youth at flak of substance duo, OanO invcivemsni

etrostional deolins or unme.

11Ie arvioo arse of the Youth Proorsm Council eneamossses approximately dirty (SO) ware miles,

Pomade Una to MA tom1111{ NOMA Myer to Ulf Street. A or011e of this urban community

would reveal fsw surprises. The roe le hoer 10 stirvidrfillika*CD3 risk:tint& of the

Naming Authority's pt.-brio housing dewilopnents opande wilfiln the target Wes. ft is contained Win

the WIMP Cry, Missouri School Distlot, whioh has dropout rate of 5211. Munro* parenthood

and escadating **woe fil out the customary urbsn topogrsphr pourty ond undo sohlovemern,

disadvontage and rim
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YOUTH PROGRAM COUNCO.
You Mt Word en intosbuceso *Youth Sanioes
PIPS

At any ghien ens Wulf*** ts esulng approximately WO young Pm* in WWI,*

at 10 neighkehood based feallega, Mime OW, *nowt &stool Derewiddie whop% POW

housing divelopments end en Ow *We. Mom dues youth more Mon 1,000 (If 1.010oonefdar

themselves likely to drop out Of aohoot mors then TOO (*I% of* e median *go of132 yews)

moon meal *Imhof wig nu* 000 (10.2%) report recent seisms. Poverty andvstoue ny

Owes dint newly oN YouthNSt perdolpentx

UM ilifhwtY 'Pam sormectling seperats eides, intestructurso con be crested to elk youth-earths

poi*. with the Intandon of beetling atone to any deednation. Such Intestructuresof youth

anew are buil on ordiaboretion.

There are osvoral caveats to tha collebawative promo. Collaboration among agencies takes ens.

lime to establah a level of bust among collaborators. TIme to craft a mission and to woks

ownsrohlo of the mission among the oollaboratces. Ilme to design the cograrns, to distil:ohs the

work roles. ilme to does standwds apses, which performance *an be msseurad. Cried to the

prams te thet the indhiduels oollaborating Well* authortty to commit resources - !Und o. leg

tulles and express - in Imhoff of their woo* it an *Me a proms if delays must be mods

pending declaims on remake silocation.

Tte Wafts ti oollabottion* erf an liThytiatunT, ire plgrnicant YouthNate nos demonsteedthat

the advantages of coilaboradon begln vAth the Owing of =mesa Ths agencies of the Youth

Program Counoil had serve* histories ranging torn ?Moen to over ore hundred you's that wortmsr of

10111 Ail had plenty tit do as they mewed their missions of eines to their mapeotve

neighborhoods -lrutwony convnurtity contwo we never w toes err business. It was the *ug

game that brought the YPC togother. The Woe and Moods torn Los Angsies end the Posses torn
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YOWW MOM COWL
Youddlot lama an lartualin Of Vault Sena's
P400 4

Amato had abed with qua end omens end oak Ohio Medea, taw enforament Mealsand

youth service 'abalones agreed thet new sevetures tars needed to did iva ma's youth torn

oaten damage and dam

Wand key cencepts emerged arly as the somas of the Youth Program Camel met to plot

strategy. P.eldtwis weed that a comprehensive apnea to highest youth should bawd*

prevention and intevenlion. Raman sitorts would based on eaves@ to *oho youth and to

"vendor steam with a Youthest qua. intervendon would bring raourose, such as prOfsesional

mate Meth swans, to bee an youth Waked in or at Irrentnent risk of problem lanotare.

Wooed, it was wad that mass to prwantien and barman micas should be intentional and

&Me. To this and a system of outreach vas designed. Ills argot poputaton for Youthest was

debut u INN rxith not Involved with any agony programming. Rally, dare wee 0041WISUS that

callsboration would redound to the advantago of the 0100* YPC wale& Ilia consensus

anamled to e leap of falth - for meny wales, collaborative wares had bourne laid in issues

of at time and 'list bleartadess, upon °moisten of Youthast I. and with no gamma of

%men% the Youth Program Council beoan panning a yesPround Oka with a sohookbased program

to complement the summer programming Waled through the YPO egencles. Youtheat R was

tatementod (eat Wang) In ihme, igis

ths sue of YouttNat, the advanieges of shared impedes am martial. At the nal fundamental

lard. an start to contravene the patterns of substenoe abuse end gang sothity wnuld have been

V the aspabliltiu of ony single agency. M the necessity fc° callaboration became widen. the

111%, . nee methods and row mouse farmed, catetud bY the rfullve ohobtoty Of

MO-rinds(' "Oneonta worldno *gear under a (Wane Couid any soma, by bell. have

s 9
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MTH PROGIRMI 0:11/NOL
You Wise Tbserd liteasevotura of Youth Sena)*
PIP

Produeed the Nos Mal the ftsmaew TM** endow troducact? Very doubted.

Tile sharing of averato wends to leefintosi asalstenoe as well se to program design. Should any

YouthNst egancy watettenoe a need or problem, eitedwPfOlirammitsp asimbibtatnt.

esparto Wets wevn htSIDVOSII ID SOW DV Prelim fir mat the mot Molitmr,

baselines of Katona teneartty adtd so Owl Inettnetwark ootwattslion le *pedant and aloft

The s000ramny to Mare *Man la ante* reason to oollaborata %Rhin the Yowl** inhaunkre

owl& agenclea MDR *MN Wk. Slid MOW*** of Dolaboration mkt* Niece imacoato to

Maui mese to Stofilasa Among Mt eliesed facilites gm atimmIng pooJa, oynmattume, a dance

Mee wtth minors end bere, amnia sesdloe. In Ws a*, °obi:oration Sianmant Wad

oompetitho eothites. Leagues and tournamentsOre Wive plata *ISM new could ham been

:waged Waal, the nessirk. Po' tummy tall Vartheist the YouthNet Ohms* otth

hundreds of youth tom e Orem aim* in oompettion.

colishortriton Increases fts: quality ot anionat the saw lime a, ft haProoll allaktn* This IS

Detekeibly true with masa to serteln spedattedambles which a aln.e wan, uses tate Own Ad
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Mr. LITTLEFIELD. So as I said, what the plan will be is when the
Senator gets here, and having heard everybody now, maybe you
can do a one-minute summary of what you think is your most im-
portant point in the cur text of everything we're hearing. And you
should know that this is an absolutely wonderful hearing because
we are in the very pr.:.cess, as we speak and as we have this hear-
ing, of developing this legislation which we are going to introduce,
and we are going to fight for, and we're going to try to include in
the overal, President's education package and S.2, which is the
Democratic education initiative. So the timing couldn't be better.
and what I'm hearing is really remarkably useful and helpful.

So, (a) your statements are now here; (b) we hope to stay in to, eh
with you as we develop this legislation, and (c) we're going to :law
some questions for each of you when the Senator gets here.

I just wanted to make sure everybody was thinking about what
will happen when Senator Kennedy gets back.

Ms. Ekins, I would say :hat Senator Levin wanted Senator Ken-
nedy particularly to weleciie you and tf, applaud your eff...r;s of
which he is very much aware, and he wished that he could be here
also, but he did want to convey a special welcome you.

Ms. DUNS. That's very nice; I appreciate that.
[The prepared statement of Senator Levin follows:I

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR LEVIN

It is with great, personal pride that I join my colleagues on the Labor Cvmmittee
in welcoming Ms. Jean Ekins. Director of the Nationally Recognized Family Learn.
nig Center of I <-slie. Michigan_ I know that the citizens of Michigan are honored to
have a distinctively unique program for rural school aged parents and their chil-
dren.

Since 1975 the Ft .tily Learning Center of Le-lie. Michigan has helped overcome
the isolatioa and rejedion e -perienced by teenage parents in seven rural school dis-
tricts of Ingham County by providing an accredited high school curriculum; a li-
censed child care center for chi'lren between the ages of 3 weeks and 5 years of age:
public health nursing; job training; and access to mental health counseling. By co-
ordinating these services, the center has accomplished what few adolescent parent
prwrarnsurban or rural- achieve a high graduation rate WO percent% few repeat
pregnancies, and an improved family life.

The success of this program is due to the dedicated services of this distinguished
American_ She has served in diverse and indispensibie roles of leadership in her
field. The Nation is indeed fortunate to be the beneficiary of Jean Ekins* many con .
tribut ions

MS. EKINS. Thank you very much. It is an honor to testify before
you this morning.

The Family Learning Center at Leslie Public Schools in Leslie,
MI is a rural, comprehensive, secondary education program for
teenage parents, their children and extended families. It is success-
ful because it has an accredited high school curriculum, a licensed
child care center for 2-1/2 week old infants to t; year-olds, transpor-

tation fron home or a central pickup place, public health nursing,
balanced mitritional snacks and meals, neighborhood youth corps
and youth development corps job tvaining. It has access to mental
health counseling and resource services from participating consorti-
um school districts.

The Family Learning Center is not a tutor program or a corre-
spondence program. It is a full-day high school center whose stu-

dents happen to be pregnant or parenting and who need child care

t;
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in order to complete their education. It is cost-effective because the
Family Learning Center is not duplicating any services offered in
our community or any other community within 20 miles of our pro-
gram.

The efforts of several governmental agencies focusing their ex-
pertise in one small t:ommunity previously without appropriate
support for an increasing number of underskilled and undereducat-
ed adolescents have definitely paid off.

The pri....ary goal of the Family Learning Center is to keep preg-
nant and parenting teenagers in school. The ultimate goal is grad-
uation. While in school, the Family Learning Center offers a wide
variety of secondary course work consistent with State and local
district guidelines for diploma. Students may choose to take all of
their classes at the SLC center, or they may schedule classes at
Leslie High School or a vocational career center.

To facilitate the goal of graduation, the FLC provides a licensed
day care center for thP children of our students. We offer mandato-
ry parenting education classes, life management skills and voca-
tional training for young parents.

Secondary goals of the program are to relieve the stress and anx-
iety of young pareethwd and thus reduce the incidence of child
abuse and neglect, to improve intergenerational intimacy between
family members and to continue act as a model rural site for
Michigan.

Our target population consists of pregnant teenagers and teen fa-
thers in rural and suburban Ingham County. Referrals ere accept-
ed from participating school districts, from courts, public health,
mental health, social services and public or private agencies. Word
of mouth also allows students to refer themselves.

Being housed in a rural community and having the above-men-
tioned services brought to it from urban agencies is in itself inno-
vative, and when begun in 1975, before its time.

It is also unusual for a rural school to place such emphasis upon
keeping parenting teens in school, expanding intergenerational as-
pects, and obtaining commitments from several private and public
agencies. We recognize the importance of strengthening the fabric
of relationships in ever-changing family and community constella-
tions. The results of the FLC have evolved into more than any of
us ever dreamed.

We track results in two primary areasfirst, in the area of grad-
uation and dropouts, and second, by the percent of students who
have more than one child while still in high school.

For each of the past 16 years, we are proud to report that 90 per-
cent or more of the pregnant and parenting seniors have graduated
and that 85 percent or more of the underclassmen grades 9
through 11 have remained in school.

Another very grat;fying iesult, and one that has far-reaching
social ramifications, is the percent of repeat childbirths in any one
school year to a young parent who has not graduated from high
school. Our repeat childbirth rates are consistently at 3-4 percent.
We attribute this low repeat pregnancy rate to long-term goal plan-
ning, academic improvement, enhanced self-esteem, parenting edu-
cation, and consistent child care and vocational training.

0
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Funding for any public program is a constant challenge. The
Family Learning Center has a combination of public and private
sources. We have model site and nutritional education grant
tars from the State department of education. We receive licensed
day care moneys from the State drpartment of social services. We
have contracted services with the Ingham County departments of
public health and mental health. And we receive a large portion of
our budet from Michigan's fourth Friday child accounting day and
from tuition paid by the participating school districts. Any other
dollars we receive are the result of private grants.

Our greatest benefactor to date has been the Ford Foundation.
and our most in-depth researoh about our program and evaluation
of oru program has been done by the tileK School of Government at
Harvard.

I am prepared to answer any questions that you may have re-
garding evaluations of the Family Learning Center and also ques-
tions about what remain as obstacles or barriers to the program.

Periodically, formal evaluations are done on the Family Learn-
ing Center. Some evaluations are in the form of year-end reports to
the State departments; other evaluations are conducted by inde-
pendent agencies.

I have submitted those evaluations in my written statement, and
of course I'm willing to speak to those in the questions.

When trying to coordmate and deliver Federal services to the
school, there are several years or degrees of difficulty. I am pre-
pared to speak to those layers or degrees of difficulty perhaps when
Senator Kennedy has returned to the committee.

I have with me today Heather Collins. I know she will be speak-
ing later. She is a young woman who has been here with her 9-
month-old son, and that's a challenge in itself.

I thank you.
[Additional material submitted by Ms. Ekins follows with copies

of other publications retained in the committee files:I
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. EMS

Periodically, formal evaluations are done on the Family Learning Center Pro-
gram Some evaluations are in the form of year end reports to the Stat. Depart.
ment of education: other evaluations are conducted by independent agencies. The
following is a brief but fairly inclusive listing of evaluations,

1. 1975-1980--State year end reperts but no formal evaluation for the State De-
partment of Education.

2. 1980Formal evaluation by State Department of Education that led to our
Model Site Grant Award.

:4. 1982High Scopes Education Research Foundation, Detroit. Michigan, included
in research of then eight teenage parent model sites for Michigan

4, 1986Ford Foundation: Innovation in State and local Government National
Awards Process. Two days on site Evaluation

5. 1988Case program: Harvard J.F.K. School of Government Two day on site
eva 1 apt ion.

6. 1991Eva Ostrum. Master Thesis for Harvard Kennedy School; an evaluation
of FLC program cost effectiveness.

7 1991a. State of Michigan Drop out Prevention Survey of all alternative pro-
grams in Michigan, Results pending; b. State Department of FAucation Departmen-
tal evaluation of the effectiveness of each component of the high school programs
for teen parents, Results pending.

8. 1975-1991Included in yearly budget audit for Leslie Public Schools
The above are evaluations of the education and budget components of the pro-

gram. Below are listed evaluations for other components
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I. 1975-1991Yearly/evaluation hy &ate Health Department.
2. Every two years an inspection and program evaluation of the day care center.

conducted hy State Department of Social Service for license renewal
3. Every three years a complete audit and evaluation of the nutrition component

of the day care center, conducted by State Departments of Agriculture and Educa-
tion.

The director of the Family Learning Center reports directly to the Leslie High
School principal for matters of curriculum and daily operation and to the superin-
tendent of Leslie Public School for yearly budget and grant proposals.

When trying to coordinate and deliver Federal services to the school there are
several layers of degrees of difficulties. Some difficulties are the fault of the home
school. I dare say that the majority of rural districts have no one on their staff to
track Federal programs that could be very beneficial to the districts. Also, communi-
ty people and elected school board may not want to become attached to Federal
monies from faraway Washington D.C. some mandated Federal programs, such as
special education, are exactly what is needed and school districts welcome the finan-
cmi assistance.

Other difficulties lie at the various state departments. I cannot speak to the issue
of budget constraints or the changes in the Governor's office that bring new ap-
pointments to each state department. But rather. I will speak to the issues of proc-
ess and accountability.

1. State Departnwnt of Education We have few problems coordinating servicem
from this department. We are clear about the programs available to us. We know
well in advance about the RFPIs for state and national monies.

We are also clear about state reporting and program accountability. We have well
defined liaison people identified. Of course, we are subject to to legislative budget
changes and to the change in departmental philosophy or direction. overall I am
please with the State Department of Education.

2. State Department of Public Health I am pleased with the coordination of serv-
ices from the State Health Department. A county public Health nurse is part of our
staff. She takes care of W.LC. and Medicaide applications. She monitors infant im-
munizations, prenatal vielts and pregnancy outcomes, We seem to have good coordi-
nation of Federal programa.

3, State Department of Social Services Coordination as it relates to the Jobs Part-
nership Act is going well. We have excellent coordination with Neighborhood Youth
Corp and Youth Development CIrps. Coordination as it relates to identifying food
stamp. howling, general assistance. ADC and Child Protective Services is also well
defined.

However, we have a very large harrier as it relates to child care payments. This
barrier has made it extreamly difficult to keep our day care center open this school
year. And it is forcing an even bigger dieparity between public and private day
cares that accept low income children and those that do not.

As I un-srstand it, there are four Federal funding categories for day care monies.
Title 20
I. Income eligible, low income families
2. Income disregard; for persons in school or training with beginning work.
Up until this year, 1990-91, all teenage parents could qualify for day care assist-

ance because they were either income qualified or they were finishing high school,
Once the teenager completed the Title 20 application and was approved, her child
was placed on a computer listing with the State Department of Social Services. Our
day care center was notified of Title 20 acceptance. We then kept daily infanttod-
dlerpre-school attendance records. At the end of two weeks we mailed the DSS
forms to the State Department for payment of services. Title 20 paid $240.00 maxi-
mum per month, per child. I believe there was good accountability from the provid-
er to the county and to the State.

When the Family Support Act was enacted the third and fourth threads of day
care funding were added.

3. Transitional day care payments from education to the job for up to 1 year.
4. Regular Training, which includes completing high school and becoming job

ready MOST Programs at the county levels.
Problems that impede the coordination of child care centers in schools or, if not in

schools.then attached to teenage parent programs are:
A. Payment amounts have been drastically lowered. Instead of $240.00 month for

an infant it is now $200.00. I believe it was_ the intent of the Federal Government t.
make $17b.eti month for children Vi to b yrs. and MAI.Uu month tor intents the
floor or lowest amount of funding. My State has choosen to make these amounts the
ceiling.

99
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B. The Payment Process has drastically changed. Instead of day care payments
going directly to the licensed day care center or day home provider; it now goes in
the form of a CCA check iChild Care Allotment Check) to the holder of the AIX'
case. tIf a teen parent is not on ABC. day care payments cont:nue to come from
Title 20i.

Problems: If the parenting teen is on AIX'
I. The Family earning Center is providing day care services to the teenage parent.
2. The teenage parent needs the day care center because without it he/she could

not consistently come to school.
3. The DSS mails a monthly check to the holder of the ABC grant but the holder

of the grant is not the parent we provided services for. The vast majority of parent-
ing teenagers are neither emancipated, live alone or hold their own ABC grants.
Therefore these minor children have no control over how money that crimes into
their household is spent. We are now forced into the paiition of billing the grand-
parent.

4. Once MIS has approved child care payments to be sent to the AR' grant holder
little else is required to receive that money. The school completes a periodic school
verification form and also specifies when the school year is over. The day care
center is not required to keep a daily/hourly day care attendance record. There are
no computer sheets that are mailed to DSS that show the number of days the infant
was at our center. So. the following happens: The child attends day care 10 days out
of the month. The day care center bills the ABC holder for $100.00. INS sends a
$200.00 CCA check to the home monthly. The other $100.00 is kept with the family.

Or, an even worse dilemma for the school occurs. The day care center bills the
ABC holder for child care services. The granilparent does not pay the child care bill.
Social Services says that it is up to the school to collect for child care and that in
this case the school should/could deny day care services to the teenager and go to
small claims court to collect the day care debt. This defeats the whole purpose. The
student can't come to school with out child care and she drops out.

Tax payer dollars would be better spent if the child care monies generated by- the
Family Support Act were directly vendored to the provider. I am confident that I
can speak for all of Michigans' licensed day care centers that are attached to teen-
age parent programs and are in school settings. Please help us out before entire suc-
cessful programs have to close.

Thank you,

TEENAGERS AND THEIR CHILDREN AT fpCIRX.M. IN MICHIGAN

Leslie is a small town in rural Ingham County, about halfway between Detroit
and Grand Rapids, Community leaders had long worried that so many youngsters
were dropping out before they finished high school, but it wasn't until 1974 that
Jean Ekins. an experienced teacher at the local high school. decided that something
had to be done. With the blessing of Janice Chandler. the county's community edu-
cation director, she began to plan. Having discovered that a high percentage of the
students who left school did so because they were about to become mothers or fa-
thers and that there were no services that might help these youngsters stay in
school, prepare for productive employment and become good parents. Ms. Ekins en-
listed help from the state and county departments of education, public health.
mental health, social services, and legal ser ices. Together these agencies were able,
in 1975. to establish an ambitious new program called the Family Learning Center
FLC

More than a decade later, the center, still under Ms. Ekin's leadership, serves
pregnant and parenting teens and their children from seven surrounding school dis-
tricts. It provides day care to fifteen children-the youngest is a two-and-a-half-week-
old infant and the oldest is ready to start school. It maintains a one to three staff-
child ratio for the infants and a one to four ratio for the toddlers. The only licensed
infant care facility in the county, it is located in two mobile units immediately adja-
cent tu Leslie High School. New mothers, who can enroll at any time during the
school year, are required to take four academic t-ourses and to spend an hour a day
at the center learning about child development and parenting skills and a lot about
their own infants.

The center provides transportation in minivans for both parents and children. It
furnishes prenatal care, help in preparing for child-birth and parenthood, and

eounseline Ii sormsors a mon's groan and intergenerationsd com-
munity workshopa aimed at building a supportive enviror ment for the teen parent.
The center coordinates home visits by public health nurses and mental health coun-
selors from state and local agencies.
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Jean Ekins, who is responsible for keeping it all going, talks about how difli:ult it
is for a youngster to learn to cope with the demands of parenthood and to I Amy in
school at the same time. "At least we can put the services they need together for
them, and we can help them overrome the isolation and rejection so often experi-
enced by teen parents,

PIA' has been able to document some remarkable resolts:
In 1985.97 percent of its pregnant and parenting eighth to eleventh-graders

were staying in school. and 91 percent of the seniors graduated.
Despite the high-risk status of the young women served by the center, their

babies had a lower.than-average rate of perinatal problems: among the sixty babies
born between 1982 and 1985, only four WPM born at low birthweight. one was pr.-
mature. and one had a birth defect,

Between 1982 and 1985, there were only two repeat pregnancies to single moth-
ers.

Teen parents were able to increase their grade point averages and showed im-
proved attitudes and behavior, greater confidence in their abilities, and higher self.
esteem.

The program sponsors believe it has also succeeded in improving the children's
socialization and motor and verbal skills and significantly lowering the incidence of
child abuse and neglect among the families served.

In recognition of its achievements, the Ford Foundation conferred one of its ten
198f/ awards for outstanding innovations in public service on the Family Learning
Center of the Leslie Public Schools.

For many teenagers. a day care opportunity that is connmed to school and pro-
vides a cornucopia of supportive services can make an enormous dii;vrence. By fa-
cilitating the return to school. such programs allow teen parents an alte, native to
being at home alone with their babies, not studying or working, tempted to fill
lives with an additional child. The kind of comprehensive child care program pro-
vided in Leslie also furnishes the information, role models, and experiences which
the teens might otherwive lark and which help them to function as responsible par-
ents.

Mr. LirrLEFIELD. Thank you.
Now, what would be the most useful thing that the Federal Gov-

ernment could do in your judgment. in terms of if you were design-
ing Federal support legislation, recognizing that we are not going
to be able to provide the money for all the services that are neces-
wry. what are the pieces that you'd want us to include in the legis-
lation?

Ms. ExiNs. There are several pieces. I'd like to briefly mention
the pieces, and then could I go straight to an obstacle?

Mr. LITTLEFIELD. Absolutely.
Ms. EKINS. The pieceE that need to be there are issues on tur-

fism. This is an educational program. It is highly successful. It has
a I6-year track record behind it. and it is very well-evaluated.

We are housed in a high school setting. I think we need to move
in the direction that Senator Kennedy was speaking of this morn-
ing, and the panel members in the first part, and that is to allow
agencies of social service and public health to come into the school
setting because obviously the school setting, whether it is rural.
suburban or urban, is thy place where we will definitely be able to
impact the people who 'wed the services.

That also holds trur for public health. I am not advocating that
we jump to a progrran of putting school-based clinics in every high
school in the Nation because I think that individual school districts
need to decide on their own. Our particular district has decided
that a clinic will be ;1-1 very close proximity to the school in our
small town, but frit d;rectly in the school. We do have a public
health nursing sty fr on our program.
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There are extreme difficulties in regards to having licensed day
care centers inside a high school setting, and I would like to speak
to that. The intent of Federal legislation for day care funding from
the Federal Government I think is highly laudable. When it comes
to disseminating those child care dollars within individual State:, I
would like to describe to you how those child care dollars come to
Us.

Up until this school year, teenage parents who enrolled their
children in day care center, licensed day. care centers or day care
homes, their day care was paid for through Title XX. That day care
stream of funding was very easy to track and it also had a great
deal of accountability to it. We literally took attendance in the day
care center, hourly and daily attendance. We turned that attend-
ance in to the State department of social services. The State de-
partment of social services then paid our center directly only for
the hours of child care we actually delivered.

This year, day care payments for teenage parents do not come
through Title XX if in fact the teen parent is part of an ADC
family. Now the grant-holder, whoever it is in a family who holds
the ADC grant, will receive a child care allotment check. That
check will come to them once a month, and in our State it is in the
form of $200 a month.

However, we must all realize that in rural areasand I daresay
in suburban and urban areasthe majority of pregnant teenagers
are 1) not emancipated, 2) are not living on their own, and 3) ea
not hold their own ADC grant. Therefore, when we go to bill for
child care services, we in fact are billing the grandparent, but we
have delivered the service to the pregnant teenager in our school
building.

Another thread that runs through this difficulty is that in our
State, as the gentleman talking about the programs in Massachu-
setts descrid, we have had drastic social service cutbacks. Seven-
teen percent cutbacks hit our ADC families in March. So if a child
care allotment check comes in to a family head-of-household who
has had a 17 percent decreaFe in his or her ADC payment, it is
very logical to assume that the $200 CCA check would go to cover
basic necessities of rent and utilities. Now the public schools are in
the position of having to track what happens to the CCA checks. It
is very uncomfortable.

Mr. Dooley, do you want to comment on that questionand let's
bring Steven back here now, because the Senator is coming back.

Mr. DOOLEY. I think that the evaluation of what the legislation
might put together has to deal with what is already available. We
have heard that from several wople this morning. I think just
knowing what is there and how the other dollars are usedwe
have heard about the administrative costs and things like thatif
research could be put to that particular level before the bill is writ-
ten or presented, I think that would provide some additional in-
sight.

Also, challenge grants, challenge funding to communities to get
involved, because I think it has to be grassroots-oriented. I think it
is always nice, as you stated, that there is a great opportunity to
stimulate development, if there are models out there that can be
written up and can be used and mirrorednot to say that every-
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thing is going to work in every community, but to use as a stimL
lating force so things can be done. I'm impressed with what I have
heard here this morning; it is a great learning experience about
what really is going on in the United States.

So I think those kinds of things, if researched properly, and just
the awareness of the general public, are important so a lot of these
things can be accomplished.

Mr. LrrrutFIELD. Are there conferences where people come and
exchange ideas, or is there a network now of exchanging ideas that
way we are doing here in this hearing?

Mr. DOOLEY. Within the YMCA there is. but I don't know about
other agencies.

Mr. DOHERTY. When you work for a municipal government, you
don't get to go very many places because the municipal govern-
ment won't pay for it. I happen to have a board of directors that is
fairly generous.

Mr. LITTLEFIELD. Senator, welcome back.
yhereupon, Senator Kennedy resumed the chair.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. LITTLEnzt.a. What we've done is we have had essentially the

written testimony delivered orally by each of the panelists, and we
have saved two special treats, Steven and Heather, who will open
up the testimony now that you are back, and each of them will
give their statements. They will be introduced by the people from
their programs. Then each of the principals is prepared to make a
very short summary statement of what they think we most want to
hear from their programs, and then we've got a round of questions,
and then I think we can conclude. It has been very, very informa-
tive and interesting so far.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much, Nick Littlefield, for
taking the testimony, and again I apologize to the witnesses. We
had General Schwarzkopf at a special session of the House of Rep-
resentatives. And since we had seven young servicemen who lost
their lives in the Gulf from Massachusetts, I thought i. was entire-
ly appropriate that we honor the service men and women as well
as the General on that particular occasion.

Ms. Ekins, would you introduce Heather Collins'?
Ms. EKINS. Yes, I'd be glad to.
Heather Collins is a senior at the Family Learning Center. She

lives within the Leslie High School district. She came to our pro-
gram as a junior. Her son was born last August. Heather is on the
honor roll. She has been accepted at Lansing Community College.
and she has great hopes of becoming a paralegal. She does have a
statement for you this morning.

The CHAIRMAN. Heather, we are delighted to have you and we
look forward to hearing from you.

Ms. COLLINS. Thank you.
It is an honor to speak to you this morning about my experiences

with the Family Learning Center. The Family Learning Center has
made my dreams possible. When I found out that I was pregnant. I
thought I would have to give up high school and college. Now I feel
as if I wouldn't have been able to come this far without the Family
Learning Center.
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The Family Learning Center offers many things such as home-
bounds, day care, normal high school classes. transportation, par-
enting classes, and many more that helped me out. Parenting class
helped me out the most because their main goal is to teach you
before and after childbirth, Lamaze. keeping in shape, and much
more helpful information. The objective in parenting is to teach
you how to raise your child in the best way possible.

I feel that more teenage mothers should have parenting, and
maybe then there would be less child abuse in the world today.

As for the Family Learninfg Center day care, it gives me a chance
to watch Kyle grow while I m getting my education. I know that
Kyle is getting the best care possible while I am in class.

The students at the Family Learning Center share a bonding
that you wouldn't expect in a regular high school. Everyone seems
to enjoy the Family Learning Center, and so do I. I just wish that
all pregnant teenagers had the Family Learning Center as a
choice, as I had lS months ago. Hopefully. with the help of your
committee, this could be a wish come true.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Tell me. Heather. what do you think your condi-

tion would be if you didn't have the Family Learning Center to
rely on?

Ms. COLLINS. I probably would hit quit school.
The CHAIRMAN. And Kyle probably wouldn't be as healthy,

either, would he?
Ms. CoLLINs. No.
The CHAIRMAN. 110w did you hear about the Family Learning

Center?
Ms. CoLLINs. A high school counselor told me about it.
The CHAIRMAN. And are there are number of other students as

well who are in similar programs to yours?
Ms. COLLINS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And do you find that it is useful and helpful?
Ms. COLUNS. Yes, I think it helps out all the students a lot.
The CHAIRMAN. And you hope to go on in school, to community

college; is that right?
Ms. COLLINS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What will happen then? Is the center just sup-

porting you in high school, or will it support you at the community
college as well?

Ms. COLLINS. Well, I'm hoping to see about getting day care for
when I am in Lansing ('ommunity College, and sometimes ADC
pays for that, but I'm not really sure yet; I have to check that out,
but I'm hoping that it is possible.

The CHAIRMAN. What do you intend to study there?
Ms. COLLINS. Pa ra kga .

The CHAIRMAN. Good. That's very commendable. On your own
behalf you just really deserve a lot of' credit. I'm sure you'll be a
real inspiration for a lot of other people.

Ms. COLLINS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Steven Tinsley, we are delighted to have you.
Mr. DOOLEY. I'd like to have the opportunity to introduce him if I

can, Senator.
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Two years ago at age II, Steven Tinsley was headed for trouble.
living with his mother in one of Kansas City's most violent, drug-
infested housing projects. Steven attracted the attention of school
officials through his failing grades, chronic behavior problems and
frequent absences. A referral to the Youth Net program brought
Steven and his mother in contact with an outreach worker of
Youth Net, who got Steven involved in a variety of Youth Net activi-
ties and helped his mother find affordable housing outside the
project.

With the help of Youth Net. Steven has turned his life around.
He has a solid "B" average and has set his sights on college, and
that's what we hope to accomplish through the Youth Net program.

Steven.
Mr. TINSLEY. 'hank you.
Good afternoon. My name is Steven Tinsley, and I am a student

at King Middie School in Kansas City, and I am very excited to be
here today.

I am a member of Linwood Downtown YMCA, and a participant
in Youth Net programs. The YMCA is great. I have been on fishing
trips, attended sleepovers at the Y with my friends, and have gone
to the zoo in Topeka.

The YMCA took me to Lawrence. KA. where I got to see Kansas
University Field House. After that visit. I decided I wanted to go to
college.

The vice principal at my school thinks I will be a good engineer
because I get A's and B's in my science and math classes. Before I
joined Youth Net, I had F's in science and math classes,

Before I became in the Youth Net program. I lived in a bad envi-
ronment. I saw people use and sell d:.ugs. and I even saw people
make sexual assaults in the hallways. Sometimes I was scared to
go home. The staff at the YMCA worked with my mom to help us
move to a better home.

One of the reasons I like the YMCA is because the staff likes me.
And I think kids should join Youth Net because it is fun and excit-
ing to be there: it is like a blindfold where you won't we criminal
happenings. It is very fun.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN, Thank you very much, Steven.
Tell us a little about how you got involved in the program itself
Mr. TINSLEY. When I was in the rith grade Mr. Jones, an out-

reach worker now, was my teacher, and he helped me get involved
in YouthNet.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think other young people could benefit
like you benefited?

Mr. TINSLEY. YeS.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you told some of your friends about the

YouthNet program?
Mr. TINSLEY. Yes. When I was living in the housing projects. I

had four friends come along with me to the sleeixwers and things.
The CHAIRMAN. And did any of them get into the program. too?
Mr. TINSM. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And they enjoy it as well?
Mr. TINSLEY. Yes.
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The CHAIRMAN. So are you doing pretty well in math and sci-
ence?

Mr. TINSLEY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That's great. Well, you deserve a lot of credit, as

all those involved in the program do. Even if you have a good pro-
p.= there, it takes a lot of your own individual dedication to hang
in there. I'm sure there are a lot of different temptations and so
on. You deserve a lot of credit for what you've done. I'm sure a lot
of young people will hear about your story and be inspired by what
you've done for yourself. We certainly want to congratulate all
those associated with the program, and thank you for being here.

Mr. TINSLEY. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. OK. Ms. Ekins, do you want to start off with a

brief summary?
Ms. EKINS. In very brief summary, I had described in your ab-

sence. Senator, the basic components of the Family Learning
Center and also the evaluation process and funding process.

I would like to say that there are six basic components, and we
have been asked by the Ford Foundation and the Kennedy School
to put those components into a form that can be easily duplicated
anywhere in the United States.

We have had several hundred referrals asking for duplication,
and I think that is something that you had referred to earlier this
morning about the ability to ccilaborate without having more ad-
ministrative layers, and I think that our program can speak to
that.

We also mentioned earlier any obstacles to the program, and in
my opinion that rests at this time with child care and the inability
to get services.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Ms. Jehl.
Ms. Jun.. I'd like to jugt briefly summathe what I think would

be helpful roles for the Federal Government.
First of all, interagency collaboration needs to be modelled at the

Federal level. Currently, funding from different agencies comes
with different restrictions, and that places local institutions at a
disadvantage. We end up being like the families themselves, sort of
carrying our stories from one agency to another, looking for some-
body to help us patch together enough funding to help families and
children.

Pooled funding from Federal agencies with pooled availability at
the local level to make collaboration happen and serve parents is
very important.

I think another helpful role for the Federal Government would
be to develop realistic, holistic criteria to measure outcomes. I am
concerned that when we talk about school-based services that
someone is looking at this for a quick fix and a quick fix for test
scores, and that someone is going to try to evaluate two or 3 yeam
later on test scores.

What we are really talking about is changing outcomes for chil-
dren and families, and these have to be broadly evaluated, and
evaluated over a long-term. Collaboration is not going to happen
overnight, and it is not a magic bullet; it is the kind of thing we
really have to be able to follow over a period of several years. such
as the program from the lady on my right.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Doherty, it's good to have you here.
Mr. DOHERTY. Thank you, Senator.
In my testimony, I cited three .rograms in the City of Boston

the Back to School program. City ..ts. and Winners Circle, and I
have provided you with more information than you could ever pos-
sibly want on all three of those programs.

There are four points that I think I would make. First is finding
a way to estzblish both cooperation and probably most importantly,
trust, betweeii the public school system and the human service
agencies and youth service agencies in a given city or town. We
have been working at it for 20 years within Boston community
school, and I think our recent success in joint proposals that is
bringing substantial money into the city at this pointwell, not
substantial, but some money into the city; tnink is testimony to
the fact that we have worked at it for 20 years, and we are becom-
ing successful.

Tile reason for the success of the three programs that I have
cited is the establishment within each program of a human service
advocate, and that is a person who brokers service after having un-
derstood the individual circumstances of the individual kid that
we're dealing with. Once you have a person who is dealing with
that child in a way that makes sense for that particular circum-
stancefamily circumstance, educational circumstance and neigh-
borhood circumstancethen you can begin to get to the root of the
individual youngster's problem.

I would not restrict myself under any circumstances in facility
usage to strictly the schools. In fact, Community Schools is :18 fa-
cilities, only 22 of which are schools; the rest of them are in munic-
ipal buildings, recreation centers, and in one particular case, an old
bath house, the L Street facility in South Boston.

One point that I made to Mr. Littlefield is that in terms of the
legislation, I think it would be extraordinarily important to provide
direct funding to either the cities and towns or the agencies them-
selves. I think if you are going to get to the root of the problenv,
you need to deal with the people who are dealing with the prob-
lems at the ground level.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me just go back a step. Where did you say
the funding for the three programs is coming from now?

Mr. DOHEWIT, The Back to School and City Roots programs are
city operating dollars. Winners' Circle is a Federally funded pro-
gramI'll have to get you the exact location for thatbut it is
Federal dollars that come in to the public schools, with the Com-
munity Schools program as their partner. and we provide a "sur-
round care" program for the kids.

The CHAIRMAN. The money that comes from the city, is that a
separate fund, or is it part of the general---

Mr. DoHERTY. No: it is operating dollars out of the general fund.
It is a $2 million program that the mayor established called the
"Alternative Education Initiative". We have eight sites for City
Roots, four sites for Back to School, but there are 11 nonprofit
agencies that are also funded through those city operating dollars
to_provide GED programs.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
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Mr. Dooley.
Mr. DOMES. While Youth Net is still "work in progress", based

on 3 years' experience with Youth Net, several lessons emerge, and
I'd like to cite those again.

First, collaboration can yield major gains through integration of
effort, sharing of expertise, families, training and administrative
costs, and joint fundraising. Successful collaboration takes commit-
ment, time, careful planning and resources.

The second thing is that serving a high-risk population who,
almost by definition, are disconnected from traditional service sys-
tems, it is indispensable to have aggressive outreach, a specially
trained staff, establishing long-term relationships with and broker-
ing for youth and their families.

And finally, effectively integrating prevention and intervention
services is essential to serving the high-risk youth and their fami-
lies.

I think some of the barriers that I would like to leave with you
as a comment from our group include a commitment of major
agencies in the local areas.in understanding the importance; educa-
tion and awareness of existing programs by participating agencies;
there is lack of coordinated funding, as we have heard, and categor-
ical funding for specific programs, and we need to have impact of
collaboration of organizational agencies and their missions.

Recommendations, I would say make sure that prevention serv-
ices are a priority. Don't just target at-risk youth; in our feeling, all
kids are at risk. And don't mandate lead agencies; let communities
decide.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Smith, is there anything you'd like to add?
Mr. SMITH. No. I think it's all been said in our testimony and the

materials.
As chairman of the group of agencies in Kansas City who operate

the Youth Net program, I would say it has been an arduous task for
3 years to manage a YMCAactually, two YMCAsand then have
the administration of this Youth Net program report to me. So the
time that is required of professionals in the fieldbecause there is
no such thing as an agency designed to do collaboration; that's an-
other whole rale, and that takes time.

The CHAIRMAN. All of you have stressW the point of flexibility in
communities v ithin cities, within programs, and that we lot estab-
lish another bureaucracy. And that is obviously our purpose. But
how do we judge outcomes? How are we going to do the evaluation?
If we move toward reducing these restrictions or inhibitions in
terms of successful collaboration, how are we going to be able to
measure outcomes, and how are we going to get some degree of ac-
countability?

One of the things this committee is looking at is what has hap-
pened in the student loan program when these fly-by-night oper-
ations came in and bilked the taxpayers and misled the young
people in terms of getting an educationand there are only 5.000
of those. We are facing the same kind of thing with the 25.000 pri-
vate entities in the elementary and secondary education area if we
start in the school choice issue.
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So how are we going to make sure that we have a real feel for
the outcomes of these programs, and how should we measure
them?

Ms. DONS. Since the primary thrust of our program is dealing
with pregnant and parenting teenagers, we as I said before track
two ways, two outcomes. One is the high school graduation and
dropout rate, and the other is the repeat pregnancy rate, and we
very well define what the goals are. I think that would have to be
in each of these programs.

The CHAIRMAN. Good. Ms. Jehl.
Ms. JEHL. I think we need to measure outcomes broadly. That in-

cludes lookingparticularly because we think a family focus is im-
portantlooking at outcomes that are really developing self-sufr-
ciency for families. We are looking at numbers of families who
have at least some member part-time employed as an outcome that
we are looking at. We need to look at outcomes for children in sev-
eral areascertainly, as I said, beyond test scoreslong-term rates,
if we are kvinning at a prevention level, of how many children do
successfully complete school and stay in school. That will require
an evaluation that goes on for quite a while.

We need to look at health outcomes for children; are attendance
rates improved. There need to be a bror.d range of outcomes to
measure over a long period of time.

The prototype program for Head Start did now show statistically
significant outcomes for several years, but the long-term evaluation
shows that those children are doing much, much better than their
counterparts who are not in early childhood education.

Mr. DOHERTY. If I got the question correctly, Senator, I think one
of the ways to judge whether the outcome would work would be if
you are aiming toward the establishment of open levels of commu-
nication and consortia between private nonprofit agencies and in
some cases city governments, in some cases the city government is
separated from the school department. as it is from the City of
Boston. If you can establish legislation which makes it comfortable
at some levels to create those kinds of consortia where you have
private nonprofits and the public agencies talking to each other,
pot just talking, but planning, so that you are getting to the root of
the problems that the kids on the streets are facing, then you po-
tentially are beginning to get to the issues that we are dealing
with.

Mr. SMITH. I agree. I think communities have to establish
common agendas and to first understand what they are trying to
achieve and agree on that and then set out to do that, knowing
that it is going to be a long-term venture. I think Steven represents
the majority of young people who with minimal and consistent
intervention can make positive changes. I think all the data is out
there; it's just a matter of giving it the time to work and under-
standing what we're trying to achieve.

The CHAIRMAN. It has been mentioned earlier that we free up re-
quirements on certain funding streams in order to allow for a more
holistic approach to program development. Do you think we can in-
crease the flexibility and still have accountability?

Ms. JEHL. I think so, especially because we need to focus on
schools where there is a large population in need. The EPDST,
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Early Prevention, Detection, Screening and Treatment program,
through Health and Human Services, provides health services for
gime children, in some cases up to 200 percent of poverty. We have
no way to measure which children meet that 200 percent of pover-
ty criterion, but in a school like the one I described, those services
need to be availaJle to all children. It is really being able to pro-
vide it across a community in need without needless restrictions on
eligibility.

The CHAIRMAN. It sounds like national health insurance to me.
All right. I want to thank all of you very, very much for joining

us here this morning. We'd like you to review the legislation, and
we'd like to be able to keep in touch with you and welcome very
much your suggestions and recommendations. I think this has been
very useful and helpful to us in trying to figure out how we can be
constructive and productive, and what our role is in terms of en-
c auraging these efforts, which clearly have had and are having an
important impact in terms of children and teenagers and others in
our society. So we are very grateful to all of you who really have
been leaders in this effort for some period of time. We are finally
catching up with you, and we want to see if we can share the bene-
fits of your own experiences with our fellow citizens.

So we want to thank you all very much.
The committee stands in recess.
[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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